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ABSTRACT
This report o_/ines the method and results of a test programs
on the deflection characteristics of thin walled STElv[ tubes that have been
pe-" ..... _ " - pa_ern tv ---; ........ _i _-bsor=_t.ion
of radiant power on the front and rear surface of the STEM, thereby reduc-
ing thermal bending due to temperature gradient.
A thermal source-vacuurn c1_mmber capable of testing the
bending characteristics of 16 foot perforated STEM saxnples under high
._cuu_n conditions _'as constructed. S_-._dieswere n_.de o.n_ pe_rforation
pat-_erns, the reflectivity and absorpt_nce characteristics of tl_e coatings
used, the straightness and diameter characteristics of perforated STEM
tubes, perforated STEM strength measurements compared to unperforated
samples, and film thickness measurements of the silver co.tings used.
The test program demonstrated the feasibility of producing
"zero bending" STEMs for the chamber environment. R also demonstrated
that reproducible high reflectance (low solar absorptance) silver f_-ns can
be produced by electrodeposition. Results indicated that for the 1 I00 ° C
thermal source in the vacuum chamber an area removal of 5% results in a
"zero bending" STEM. Under the same conditions a 12% area removed
STEM would be _zero bending" under solar radiation in space. Strength
tests showed that a Z0_ area removal reduced its strength to I_H that of
an u_perforated STEM.
It is recommended that further testing be done on this concept
to further test suitable coatings, the effect of overlap and overl&p spiral-
ing to eliminate _e overlap registration problem_ and finally a more detailed
study on the reflectivity characteristics o_ outer and inner c_ngs under
a high vacuum space solar environment.
- ii - J
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TEST PROGRAM ON THIN-WALLED TUBES
WITH ZERO THERMAL GRADIENT
i.0
This report covers the results of a testing program on the therrna/
bending characteristics of thin-waLled perforated STEM tubing. The object
_ _.--;_+_-- _4-. +, =_s,,r_ %h_rrn_l bendin_ to zero by equa/izing the
amount of radiant power absorbed on the front outer surface and the rear
inner surface.
During SPAR's long history of development and manufacturing of
STEMs it has been well known that in space under solar illumination,
te_--perature gradients develop across the tube which will result in the
STEM bending away from the sun. Theoretical studies were made by
Messrs. Kemper and Farrell in December of 196Z (Appendix I and Refer-
ence l) to derive theoretical formulae which could be used to predict STEM
bending under solar illumination. This latter study established those p_ra-
meters which should be altered to reduce thermal bending, via. small
STEM diameter, small coefficient of expansion, large STEM material
thickness, high thermal conductivity, and most important, an outer sur-
face with a low solar absorptance. This resulted in SPAR developing
silver'electroplating techniques to produce low solar absorptance STEM
coatings (see Section 5.3) and thereby reduce bending., .
it was further suggested in the above study _hat it is possible to
reduce thermal bending to zero by putting a pattern of holes (perforations)
in the STEM to allow a small fraction of the incident radiant power to get
to the: back inner shadow surface of the STEM. By a suitable balance be-
tween the percent area removed and the outer and inner surface solar -
absorptivities (Reference 14), zero temperature gradient wou/d be feasible
and hence such a STEM would not bend under solar illumination.
It was the purpose of this test program tO manufacture and test 0.5
inch diameter STEMs 16 feet long which, under collimated illumination
would move away (positive)', towards (negative) and remain stationary (zero
bending) with respect to a source under high vacuum cormlitions (I0-5 TORR).
The test program also studied the reflectance and absorptance of the coat-
ings used and correlated the results obtained with the theory of thermal
bending.
Since the orientation of a STEM in space with respect to the sun will
vary it is necessary that the perforation pattern used in a_STEM be such
DHC-SP-R. i68/Z
that the amount of radiant po_-er received by the in_net rear surface be
independent of this orientation. Considerations in previous studies of STEM
perforation had indicated that this would best be done by using a random
pattern of holes, varying the hole sizes and number per inch of STEI_ to
produce positive or negative bending. Test measurements of the rotational
r_,=n_ power received by +.he rear inner sur-syrnmsetry of the percer_age _0"- _
face were made in this program using a special optical transmission appa-
ratus, resulting in the selection of a random spiral pattern of holes as the
optirnun_ configuration for rotational syrnn_etry.
To test thermal bending a vacuum chamber, capable of handling 16
foot samples of half inch diameter STEMs was constructed containing a
line v/chrome filament source runrAng at I, 100°C at the focus of a line of
cylindrical mirrors, the latter producing a collimated beam in one plane,
illuminating the entire 16 foot length of the STEM. The requiremen_ for a
high vacuu____ in the chamber was necessary to eliminate thermal transport
due to gaseous conduction and convection. Deflection measurements for
various percent area removed samples were made in the test chamber by
direct observation using a two-co-ordinate comparator, and by a photo-
graphic technique showing the end cross-sectiona/view of the STEM be/ore
and after illumination by the therrna/ source.
Measurements were also made on the reflectance characteristics of
the outer silver t_lated and inner black surface of the test STEMs, the
straightness and diameter of t.he STEM samples, and the comparative
strength of lmerfomated STEMs compared to unperforated samples. Thick-
%
hess measurements on the plated samples were also performed.
1.1 Applicable Documents on Statement of Work
The complete outline of the statement of work is covered by
the Contract HAS 5-9572 and the de Havilland SPAR Proposal DHC-
SP-P.Z03, dated June 1964, as amended by de Havilland letter to
NASA October 19, 1964 with attachments. Temperature gradient
measurements were deleted as a requirement and were replaced by
measurements of STEM tip deflection.
The work reported herein includes the results of a test program
"to validate the theoretical concept whereby a positive, negative, and
zero thermal gradient can be manufactured into a thin-walled STEM
device. This will be accomplished by arrangement of specific sized
holes in the tube, specific coatings on both the inside and the outside
walls of the tube and by measuring the positive, negative and zero
thermal gradient by accurate tip deflection on a 16 ft. sample. The
measurements will be conducted in a vacuum of at least Z x 10 -5 Torr".
-Z- J
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It was further stated that thickness measurements shall be made of
the coatings tested and that comparative strength measurements
shall be performed on perforated samples.
-3- I
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2.0 BRIEF OUTLINE OF THE THEORY OF TH_M-&L m_r_Mn_ _ND
PERFORATION
It is shown in Appendix I that the deflection of an unperforated STEM
is approximately given by:
x = I/8 Izde Hs C_s Z-1
tk
d =
e -
t =
k =
HS =
length of the STEM tube
diameter of the STEM tube
the coefficient of expansion
thickness of the STEM wall
the thermal conductivity of the STEM material
the solar irradiance
the solar absorptance of the outer surface of the STEM
(see Section 5.3).
It is seen from equation 1, and as mentioned previously, the import-
ance of maintaining the STEM diameter, coefficient of expansion, and solar
absorptance small; while keeping the wall thickness and thermal conduct-
ivit-y large to reduce ther_ bending to a minimum.
In order to reduce bending to "zero", that is have a zero tempera-
ture gradient, it is necessary to allow a portion of the incident radiation
to pass through the outer surface of the STEM to the inner rear surface of
the tube. In this case the equa_on for thermal bending is given by: (Ref-
erence 14)
x = 1/8 lZde 11 -p). Hs (_s - . s
--- 1 + p)(1 - _s)
where p
tk
= fractional area removed from the outside surface allow-
ing radiation into the interior of the tube.
= the solar absorptance of the inner surface of the STF__
tube.
The conditions for zero bending are then seen to be:
O<s = P,_s
1 + (1 - p) (1 - _ s)
and I - p = 0
Z-3
Z-4
-4- I
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Obviously condition Z-4 is academic but does indicate that thermal
bending is reduced if the fractional area removed is large. For the case
where the inner surface _ s value is large then to a first approximation p
is related to C_s and _s as:
p = C_s Z-5
That is, the fractional area removed to produce zero bending is
approximately equal to the solar absorpt_anee of the outer surface. These
latter approximations of course only apply when the inner surface _ s is
approximately unity (.9 < _ s < I).
In order that equations Z-Z and Z-3 apply to a STEM in space it is
necessary that p be independent of the orientation with respect to the sun,
and son_ewhat less obvio'.--sthgt +_heradi=_n1:power (proportional to pHs)
reaching the rear inner surface be constant and independent of the orienta-
tion with respect to the sun. This problem is discussed more fully in
Section 3 where it is shown that this condition is best met by using a spiral
pattern of heles,,f.he holer _ positior_ed along the spiral in a completely
random manner.
The above brief treatment of the theory of thermal bending generally
outlines %he parameters affecting this problem, and the parameters that
one may vary to produce negligible bending. In the test program reported
here the main variable parameter is the fractional area removed (p) the
absorptance values_ s and _s being kept constant by selecting silver
plating for the outer surface and a matt black paint PT401, for the inner
surface. The test program does ho_,ever investigate the variability ofC_s
and --_s and the possibilities of alternate coating materials (see Section 5. 3).
It should be pointed out that the above theory applies to a seamless
tube, and since actual samples tested are standard STEMs with an overlap
seam, some deviation from the above theory may result. This is discussed
in more deta/l in the latter part of the report (Section 8) after the results
of the test program have been presented, discussed, and correlated to the
solar environment. The latter is necessary since the test chamber facility
utilizes a source whose blackbody temperature (approximately 1, lO0°C) is
much lower than that of the sun (5500°C).
-5-
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF PERFORATE/9 STEMS
3.1 Perforation Pan'terns
It will be shown that only a random distribution of holes in the
STEM enables the ratio,
energy absorbed by front of STEM
energy absorbed by rear of STEM
to remain constan_ and independent of the orientation of the STEM
with respect to the direction of incident radiation. In particular, if
the perforated STEM is placed at a known angle to a collimated beam
and rotated, the intensity of the energy transmitted through the STEM
w_ remain constant, ff the hole distribution is completely random,
but shows a periodicity if the hole pattern is not random.
To determine an acceptable pattern, therefore, an optical test
rig, capable of taking a 0.5 inch diameter STEM up to 6 inches long,
was constructed. The apparatus, described in Section 3.Z, measures
the intensity of the radiation transmitted through various perforated
,ample,.
Many 6 inch sampXes, with holes randomly distributed, were
examined on the optical test rig. Samples with a spiral distribution
of holes were also constructed and altogether, over 30 different
samples were investigated. Figure I I shows some typical hole patt-
erns investigated. All,hough the holes and spirals are equally pitched
in a spiral distribution, the position of the first hole in any line is
varied in a random manner and this ensures that holes on the front
of the sample do not line up completely with the holes in the rear.
It was also discovered, while fabricating spiral samples, that such
samples are more rigid than ones with the holes distributed in a
random manner, even though the perforated area was the same. A
typical spiral hole distribution is shown in Figure 13 together with
the light transmittance curve for this sample as obtained on the _-
ca/bench and recorded on the Sanborn chart recorder. Figure 12
shows a regular hole pattern together with a portion of the light trans-
rnittance curve for Z difderent sample rotation speeds. The first
curve is very faint since the recording pens are moving at high speed.
Those curves verify that, as expected, a regular hole distribution is
not acceptable as a perforated STEM pattern.
It should be noted, with the 6 inch samples, that the holes in
the overlap region are deliberately lined up so as to be coincident.
-6-
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Thus the overlap region gives rise to no vignetting.
3.2 Test Apparatus
The apparatus is shown schematically in Figure 4 and pictures
of the rig are shown in Figures I, Z and 3.
The collimator consists of a spherical mirror with a focal
length _f 56 inches. It is seen, from Figure 4, that some coma
! _.1. .'_1,. s..o_ s_s.A.a,l _,. _-_.b_--_ 1 ......%wu.t... r_._.i_.es _ ..... 114._,_% 4= i_*_-nd_UC__]_ Aince the source is
off-axis with respect to the collimator. However, this is negligibly
small clue to the long focal length.
The source is a 0.5 inch diameter aperture covered by a dif/us-
ing screen and i l!urn/nated by a tungsten-iodide lamp. It should be
n_-_od +.hat +.h_e rejected beam is thus collimated to within O. 5 of an
inch in 56 inches; i.e. 30' arc (the sun subtends 32' of the arc at the
earth). The radiation from the source is chopped at 720 cps.
A short focal length concave spherical mirror is used to collect
the radiation transmitted through the perforated sample and concen-
trate it on the silicon diode detector. Although the spherical mirror
introduces spherical aberration, the width of the detector is greater
than the transverse spherical aberration introduced. Thus all the
radiant power transmitted through the 6 inch sample is collected by
the detector; e.g. the transverse spherical aberration (TA I) at the
paraxial focus is given by:
TA 1 = h 3 = 0.33 in.
Where F = focal length and h = distance from axis.
It can be shown that at the circle of least confusion, the trans-
verse spherical aberration reduces to approximately 0. I inches 6. e.
the radius of the aberration circle is 0. I inches). The detector has
a diameter of 0.25 inches which thus allows all the radiant power to
be collected.
The perforated sample is rotated, by means of an electric
motor, with a period of approxim,_tely 3.5 seconds. The sample
mount can also be turned about an axis perpendicular to the STEM
so that the energy transmitted at any angle to the collimated beam
can be determined.
-7- I
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The output from the detector is amplified and demodulated and
fed into a Sanborn chart recorder. Some t_q_ical curves from the
chart recorder are included in Figures IZ and 13.
3.3 Fabrication of STEMs
After selection of the hole distribution (see Section 5. I) a die
was made for perforating the STEMs. To reduce edge effects as the
STEM axis gets closer to the direction of incident radiation, and to
have adequate strength in the punch, th=- _v_e A;-_n.._+__..._.__ _-hould beat
least 15 times the STEM material thickness. The BeCu thickness
of 0,007 inches thus necessitates hole diameters of over 0.030 inches.
Three different dies were produced, which removed 5°/0, 14%
and 20% of the area by perforation. Two different hole patterns were
used (see Figures i4 and 15). The foHo_-ing table summarizes the
difference in dies. Each die perforates a section of STEM appraxi-
rnately 1.0 inches long.
TABLE 3.1
PUNCH DIAMETER AND NUMBER OF PUNCHES FOR THE
5%, 14% AND Z0% DIES
Area Hole Number of Hole Pattern
Removed Diameter Punches Diameter
By Die (excluding in Overlap
overla_) area) Area
5% 0. 036 69 0. 046
14% 0. 036 198 O. 045
Z0% 0.043 198 0,045
Shown in Figure 14
Shown in Figure 15
Shown in Figure 15
Since perforating a STEM increases the diameter, 0.4 inch
diameter unperforated, silver plated STEM material was utilized.
It shou/d be noted that when the 0.4 inch Be-Cu STEM (thickness
0.00Z inches) was silver plated the edge of the STEM was rippled
along its entire length. These ripples, which will be apparent on
the STEMs delivered to NASA under this contract, are due to the
fact that the silver plating equipment was designed to handle 0.5 inch
-8- j
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diameter STEM. This defect would not be presenz for a pla%iug .....
anical fixture modified for 0.4 inch diameter STEM.
After Ag plating, the STEMs were cut to length, inspected, and
diameter and straightness measurements noted (see Section 5.4).
The STEMs were then wound on IZ inch diameter drums and
sprayed with PT40 I, which is a catalyzed epoxy resin, (see Section
5.5) with a very high absorption coefficient, suita_ for use in space
(produced by Product "_-__,,_.___o-_-_..... ...__-_.• ....T.oR Angeles, California).
No bake out is required.
The STEMs were then perforated, the diano.eter increasing in
the process (see Section 5.4). The holes in the overlap were designed
to coincide with the holes underneath _hen the STEM diameter is 0.5
inches. Generally, the STE_ dia_..eters increased to a value less
than O. 5 inches so that the overlap holes were blocked. Although
many deflections were observed, and recorded, on such STEMs most
results in the report refer to artificially aligned STEMs i.e. STEMs
laced up every IZ inches approximately, by means of wire.
3.4 Storage of Perforated STEIVIs
The 14g0 STEMs were the first perforated samples produced
and it quickly became apparent that the sample diameter was increas-
ing when the STEMs were stored as formed taped (is e. unrolled).
Eventually, they opened up so much that the STEMs were no longer
closed tubes. There appears to be little doubt that the reason for
this iS as follows. The 14_0 die (the first one produced) was not
hardened and after a few feet of STEM had been perforated, the die
quickly deteriorated. The holes were no longer being punched cleanly
but had burrs on the edges. Either the burrs on the holes or the
strain placed on the STEM material, as the holes were being punched
with an improper die, or a combination of both, was stress relieving
the Be-Cu and _using the increase in diameter.
All other perforated STEMs (20% and 5%), which were fabricated
with new dies, have shown no tendency to increase diameter when
stored as formed tape on cylindrical drums, apart from the initial
increase during the perforating process. To determine the stability
of the diameter of a stored perforated STEM, an Ag plated, PT401
painted, Z0_0 perforated sample, 46 feet long was stored on a 9 inch
diameter drum for I0 days and the results are shown below.
-9-
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DIAMETER STABILITY OF STORED PERFORATED STEM
TABLE 3-2
Length from End Elemer_ Diameter /ncrease
of Eleme-* (in inches ) (inches )
Init_t F_/
i
3 ft. 0. 4745 0.4950 0.0205
15 ft. 0.4635 0.4856 0.0221
30 ft. 0. 4721 0.4775 0. 0054
42 ft. 0. 4723 0. 4837 0.0114
The above results are encouraging but the problem warra_s
further investigation and long term storage data should be determined.
- ,o - 1
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THERMAL SOURCE - VACUUM CHAMBER
The vacuum test chamber was built for perforated STEM studies and
approximately simulates the total level of solar irradiance in space but not
the spectral distribution. Pressures as low as 9 x 10-6 torr are obtainable.
4. I Vacmam Chamber
The chamber shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 consists of a 16
foot high, it.0 inch d_-neter, cyiindrical section e_ steel piping.
The inner walls are coated with a special matt black, absorptive,
epoxy paint ("Cat-a-lac" black, part No. 463-3/8) designed for use
in low vacuum systems and produced by the Finch Paint and Chemical
Co. , Torrance, California. The absorption coefficient in the visible
is approximately 95%. A 12 inch diameter elbow, connected to the
diffusion pump, enters the chamber about 2 feet from the bottom face.
A 7 inch diameter viewing port (0.75 inch thick pyrex) is located in
*_he bottom plate, and the *.op piaze supports %/he heater assembly
(described in Section 4.3). The top plate is bolted to the chamber
and sealed with a VITON 'O' ring. An aluminum angle, containing a
pair of water coolant pipes and painted m_tt black, runs the length
of the chamber, opposite the heater, and serves as an absorptive
target to absorb radiation escaping past the STEM sample and pre-
vent reradiation into the chamber.
The STEM sample (15 ft. 9 ins. long) is mounted on a 0.5 inch
diameter rotary seal, supplied by E_lwards High Vacuum, which is
screwed into the top plate in the chamber and is sealed by am 'O' ring.
A small circular plate is mounted over the seal and is attached to the
top plate by means of 4 threaded bolts. By adjusting the screws
independently the compression in the 'O' ring could be varied enabling
the rotary seal shaft to be tilted. Any slight bows in the STEM,
which caused the tip to be outside the coUirc, ated beam could thus be
compensated for by tilting the rotary seal sha_. The STEI_ tip could
be made to swing through at least +_.2 inches.
By rotating the shaft, the STEM, could of course, be oriented
with the overlap in any desired position with respect to the incident
radiation.
The bottom of the chamber is supported about 2 feet above
floor level to enable an observer to measure tip deflections using the
travelling microscope or the photographic recording system.
4.2 Vacuum Pumping Equipment
The pump assembly is shown in position in Figures 5 and 6.
A two stage gas ballasted rotary pump, supplied by Edwards High
Vacuum Ltd. , ( "Speedivac" mode_ ED500), with a displacement o1
500 litres/minute and an ultimate vacuum of better than i0 .4 torr,
was used in conjunction with a 9 inch diameter oil vapour fractionat-
in E diffusion pump (Edwards model F903) with a capability of 5 x 10, 7
torr, and a displacement of 1600 litres/sec. A 12 inch _e valve
and a 9 inch liquid nitrogen cooled v-_pour Lrap ...... " ..... _-c ozxxp.*.c,.= _,,c _-nping
equipment.
Pirani gauges read the pressures in the roughing line and back-
ing line while the chamber pressure is monitored by means of an ion-
ization gauge head mounted in the chamber wall above the elbow.
4. Z. 1 Evacuating Chamber
The rotary pump evacuates the chamber to less than
0.35 tort. (the maximum pressure at which the diffusion pump
can be operated} in 7 minutes. The baffle valve is then opened
and a pressure of 5 x lO -5 torr is normally obtained within 30
minutes. The pressure then drops slowly and continuously
while the pump is operating, another hour usually being required
to reach Z x 10 -5 torr. As the system slowly outgasses, lower
pressures are being obtained during deflection measurements;
the lowest pressure obtained so far was 8.6 x 10 -6 tort. If
the vapour trap is not charged with liquid nitrogen the pressure
levels off at Z x 10 -5 torr.
4.3 Thermal Source Unit
The heater assembly is illustrated in Figures 5 and 8.
The radiant power is supplied by a 15 foot length of tophet 'A'
wire (80% Ni, 20% Cr. ) running at approximately 1, lO0°C and the
wire diameter (B.S. gauge 20, 0.03_- inch diameter) has been chosen
to ensure that the irradiance at the STEM is approximately 140 miLli-
watts per sq. crn.
The energy radiated from the source is collected by I2 cylind-
rical, aluminum mirrors, each 14.4 inches long, with a radius of
0.75 inches and a width of 1. Z inches. Some of the energy from the
heater wire is absorbed by the aluminum mirrors (aborption coeffici-
ent 0.Z0 approximately), some is collected by the cooling pipes, and
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some escapes past the pipes into the chamber {where the intensity
from this radiation, obeying a 1/d 2 law, will be negligible). The
required wattage to be dissipated in the filament to give an irradiance
of 140 milliwatts per sq. cm. (i.e. 13Z watts per sq. foot) is therefore
calculated as follows:
Mirror radius - 0.75 inches
Mirror width = I, 2 inches
Heater filament - mirror seperation - 3/8 inch
The radiant power from the source is collected by the
mirrors over 166 °.
Ignoring errors introduced due to spherical aberration in the
collimated beam, then the beam area = 15 x I.P sq.ft.
iZ
= i.5 sq. f_.
Approximate reflection coefficient of mirrors = 0.8.
Required irradiance in beam = 132 watts/sq.ft. If W is the
wattage in the wire then,
W = 132 x 360 x I. 5 watts
166 xO.8
= 540 watts.
In practice, 800 watts was dissipated in the filament since the
beam width tends to be wider than I. Z inches due to out of focus
effects, mirror aberrations, vibrations in the filament, etc.
The heater assembly is designed to permit rapid replacement
of the ffla_nent by various gauges of wire thus permitting the irradi-
ance to be varied but keeping the filament temperature constant
(1 lOO°C). Thus the STEM could be made to absorb the same total
radiant power as in a solar environment, and the improvement in Ag
reflectance with increasing >% compensated for (see Section 7.0).
The power dissipated in the filament was read on a wattmeter.
A weight is attached to the bottom of the wire and runs in a
guide tube allowing the wire to expand through approximately 4 inches
when heated from ambient temperature to operating temperature.
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space
TZ a heat source is to accurately simulate solar rad£ation in
it must: - (Reference 6)
l)
z)
3)
have the same blackbody spectrum as the sun.
produce a total integrated irradiance of 450 BTU's/hours per
sq. foot (or 140 milliwatts per sq. cm. ) at the target and,
the incident radiation must be collimated within 3Z minutes of
arc.
Practical limitations made it impossible to iui/ill aii conditio_
simultaneously over as large an area as that covered in the chamber
(15 ft. by l.Z inches) add the thermal source can only satisfy condi-
tion Z. Consequently it can in no way be considered to be a "solaz
simulator" but a thermal source producing the same total irradiance
as that which exist in space due to the sun. Figure 31 shows the
blackbody spectrum of a source at | i00°C peaking at Z. i microns
compared to the solar spectrum in space. The correlation between
chamber thermal deflections and those for a solar environment is
considered in Section 7.0.
The reflected power from the chamber source is collimated in
the horizontal plane only. The effect of non-vertical collimation on
a perforated STEM is to cause a slightly more even distribution in
the irradiance on the rear face (i. e. radiant power which has travelled
through the holes) than the distribution which would be obtained by a
near collimated source such as the sun.
Since the energy from the source is collimated in one plane
only, the intensity is thus a function of I/d where d is the source -
STEM separation. The STEM diameter is 0.5 inches and the STEM
centre is approximately 6 inches from the source; thus the irradi-
ance at the front of the STEM is K/5.75 and the irradiance at a posi-
tion on the rear of the STEM is K/6. Z5 where K is a constant. Since
K/5.75 and K/6. Z5 are equal to within 8_, then the errors introduced
in assuming constant irradia_ce can be neglected.
As shown in Figure 5, the heater wire and source are surrounded
by water cooled matt black painted pipes which prevent stray radia-
tion reaching the chamber walls and also serve to cool the mirrors
and prevent expansion buckling ,J.nder *.he heat from the source. The
whole thermal source assembly is attached to the top plate. When
in the chamber, a yoke is used to hold the bottom of the unit rigidly
in place.
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4.4 Deflection Measurin G System
STEM deflections _vere measured using Z different methods:
1)
z)
Directly using a two co-ordinate cornparator, and
Photographically.
4.4.1 Two Co-ordinate Comparator Microscope System
A two co-ordinate comparator was mounted below the
viewing port, with the microscope held inverted in the chassis
and focussed on the STEM tip. The tip was illuminated by
means of a lamp outside the chamber and deflections as sinai/
as +.0005 inch could be measured.
4.4. Z Photographic System
The microscope measuring system could be replaced by
a 35 rnm camera, with a 50 rnm lens, mounted below the window
on an aluminum frame bolted to the chamber. By using exten-
sion rings on the lens, the ratio of image size to object size is
very close to unity. The camera is capable of making multi-
exposures on the same frame. Typical double exposed pictures
are shown in Figures 17, 18, 19 and Z0.
4.5 Deflection Measurement Procedure
Deflection measurements were obtained on a typical STEM
(perforated or unperforated) as follows:
I) The sample, of which the straightness, diameter and reflect-
ance parameters had previously been determined, was mounted
on the rotary seal and cu_ to a length of 15 ft. 9 ins.
z) The STEM was then m_ed in the chamber and the shaft
rotated to get the overlap in the desired position (see Section
5. Z). The twist in the overlap of the STEM was noted. The
rotary seal shaft was tilted slightly, as necessary, until the
STEM tip was in the centre of the observation port, i.e. verti-
ca_y below the r o'tory seal.
3) The chamber was then evacuated.
4) When the pressure reached approximately 3 x 10 -5 torr the
cooling water supply was turned on and the heater checked for
- 19 - I
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5)
6)
7)
operation and adjusted to dissipate 890 watts.
Several tentative runs were then made to ensure consistency
in STEM deflections before recording measurements were taken.
a) Microscope Readings
The microscope was klternately focussed on 3 points on
the STEM tip and readings taken with the source off. The
source was then switch_--d o--_ and r_ings again taken on the
same 3 points. It is necessary to take readings on 3 points to
determine any change in STEM diameter and any twisting as
the STEM is deflected.
This procedure was repeated a minimum of 3 times for
each e_r-_, orie_=,io, and often results were also taken with
the source running at 600 and 700 watts.
b) Photographic Procedure
The camera was mounted in position below the window and
focussed on the STEM tip by adjusting the tip - camera lens
separation. An exposure of I/Z sec. at ft. 8 was then made
with the source off. The source was then switched on, the
shutter mechanism recocked and a double exposure made by
photographing the STEM after the heater had been on precisely
I minute. This procedure v_s repeated several times. The
light from the source always appears on t.hefilm,
It should be noted that, after the source is switched on,
the STEM swings through approximately 75% of its travel in
Z0 seconds. After 1 minute it has travelled through about 95%
of its maximum deflection and appears to take several minutes
to reach its final position.
The STEM was then rotated so that the overlap was in a new
position (see Section 5.2.1 for STEM positions) and the proced-
ure repeated.
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5.0 RESULTS
5. i Hole Pattern - Intensity Modulation
After completion of tests on many 6 inch samples on the optical
tes_ rig (see Section 3.1 ar_ 3.Z) it beck-he obvious that those samples
with a spiral distribution of holes were yielding the best results (i. e.
the light transmittance curves were fairly uniform). Although many
d_erent spiral patterns were investigated, all gave better results
_n _uy ,_ thker_,_!o_, ho!e _r_tt_ernsvA'thout a spiral. A spiral dis-
tribution of holes was therefore selected for the die patterns. Cir-
cumstances limited the restriction of the pattern punching die to a
length of approximately I. 0 inch. Obv_.ously, a 6 inch long die would
probably yield better results since there would be fewer repititions
along the STEM and would probably be used in a production process.
It appears to be a general property of spiral patterns thaZ, il they
have a uniform hole - hole and line - line separation but with the pos-
irish of the first hole in every line varied in a random manner, then
they yield a good rotational distribution for a perforated STEM. The
Z patterns used to perforate the STEMs tested in the chamber are
shown in Figures 14 and 15.
The intensit_ modulation curve for a typical spiral distribution
is shown in Figure 13. To prove that a regular distribution of holes
is unacceptable as a STEM pattern, a regular pattern was investigated
on the optical test rig and the results, which are quite conclusive,
are shown in Figure IZ.
5.2 Deflection Measurements
5. Z. 1 Nomenclature and Presentation of Data
a) STEM Number
The t_abe number will indicate the length, perforation
type, and sample number. Perforation type will be
indicated by the % area removed, and sample number
will be indicated by a suffix. Thus 20-I indicates first
sample, Z0_ area removed. Lacing will be indicated
by an L suffixed to the tube number, thus we may have
20-ZL to indicate second sample, 20_0 removed, laced.
Length will be indicated by a prefix thus 45-5-1 refers
to the first 45 foot length with 5_0 area removed.
- z7.- I
b) Orientation oi STEM in Chamber
Four orientations at 90 degree intervals, designated by
numbers l, Z, 3, and 4, indicating the relative position of
the overlap region with respect to the source. Looking at
the tip of *_b._eSTEM towards the mo'_.ted e_! we b_ve:
Source Tip of
Position STEM
orientation No. I, overlap towards the
B o11r ce.
orientation No. 2, overlap rotated 90 °
clockwise.
orientation No. 3, overlap away from
S ou_x'ce.
orientation No. 4, overlap rotated 270 °
clockwise from orientation No. 1.
c) Axis Definition
A right handed cartesian axis system will be used, with the
origin at the point of mounting the STEM (rotary seal). We
shall further deiine that the STEM will lie along the positive
Z axis, and the incident radiation is along the positive
X axis. This then specifies the positive Y axis when looking
at the tip of the STEM (see Figure 16). This co-ordinate
axis system results in a deflection away from the source as
being positive. _ H_r_8_R
I
F, GuR= 16 (" b)
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5.2.2 Chamber Deflection Data
For each STEM, measurements were repeated three
times for each orientation, and in the case of reasonable agree-
ment between the readings a mean was taken. Measurements
were made oi AX and _Y, and their direction, where _X and
&Y are the small distances moved along the X and Y axis when
the STEM is illuminated by the source (see Figure 17). Graphs
are presented for the value of AXvs. 9_ area removed for each
orientation.
Only the mean values of 3 runs for each orientation for
AX and AY are shown in the deflection tables. But there
was little spread in AX and AY in the photographic d_ta and
results for several runs with the same orientation were quite
consistent. There was, however, a l_rger spread in the micro-
scope readings for reasons given in Section 4.5 paragraph 6(b).
Deflection data obtained is shown in Tables 5-I and 5-2.
Table 5-1 gives AX and _Y data obtained from microscope
readings only. Table 5-2 gives _X and AY data obtained from
photographic measurements only. Figure 21 was dr&wn from
the dam in Table 5-I and Figure Z2 drawn from the data in
Table 5-Z. In Figures 21 and 22 only _X data is plotted (i. e.
deflections along the direction of incident radiation) and _Y
values are ignored, it being assumed that Ay deflections are
mainly due to overlap effect. Every /_X point given in Tables
5- ! an,] 5-2 is plotted in Figures 21 and ZZ but when drawing
the best fit through the points, d_ta from unlaced STEMs have
been ignored due to their large scatter. Some of the unusual
cases are considered below.
a) Sample 16-5-I SL, which was one of the samples from
which data was obtained for Table 5 -2, (the subscript SL denotes
semi-laced [i. e. although the STEM was laced 0 a large per-
centage of the holes still do not line up). When 16-5' I is in
orientation 3 (overlap away from the source), and assuming
that no holes line up, let the absorption coefficient of the inside
sur£ace be_ and H be the irradiance on the rear surface. As
long as ,8 is large, the following argument holds. Since no
holes line up, the power absorbed by the rear surface is _.H.
If the holes line up perfectly the power absorbed by the rear
surface is 0.95_ H since 570 is transmitted. Thus, in this
orientation, the power absorbed by the rear surface is but little
effected by hole alignment. We would thus expect STEM 16-5-1
to give good results in this orientation.
results in Table 5-2.
- 29-
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TABLE 5-I
CHAMBER THERMAL DEFLECTION DATA
(Micros cope Measuremerrts)
Orientation Z
//'-A
tJS
Z
3
4
Sa.m_e 1 _X (mean of at least
3 runs) mm
,l ,4 ,, -_-4& U _ & _J_-- & JL.j -- .
16-0-Z +I. 8
16-0-I +0.75
16-14-IL -Z.4
16 -0-2 +Z. 8
16-0-I +! .4
16-14-1L -2.7
16-0-2 +4.25
16-0 - 1 not available.
16-14-1L not available
16 -0 -2 +2.94
16-0 - 1 not available
NOT ES I • CODE 16-14-1L indicates 16 foot sample, 14% area
removed, sample 1, overlap laced. Sample numbers
without L are unlaced.
t At tip of sample.
C f_DITIONS: SOURCE TEMPERATURE: llO0°C
CHAMBER PRESSURES LESS THAN
4 x 10 -5 TCRR
SOURCE WATTAGE: 800 WATTS.
30 - J
R_,_ u, a m m_w
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TABLE 5-2
VACUUM CHAMBER THERMAL DEFLECTION DATA
(Ph otogral, hi_ Data)
SOURCE 800 WATTS AT ll00°C: CHAMBER PRESSURE LESS THAN
4 x 10 -5 TORR
Orientation 4
1 x O
S
S
NOTES 1.
2.
3.
,
5.
Sample 3 AX (mean Ay (mean
of 3 runs) of 3 runs)
rnlTl
STEM Over-
lap Twist 5
16-Z0-ZL -7.7 -3.6 80°CL 2
!6-5-1SL +1.8 +!. 66 90°At l
16-20-1 (unlaced) +3.2 +12.34 180 °-
16-0 -Z +3.4 -0.80 90°AC
16-20 -2L -I.45 -3.85 80oCL
16 -5 -1SL +I. 4 +I. 44 90°AC
16-20-I (unlaced) -9.8 -12.45 180 ° -
16 -0 -2 +2.7 +0.7 90°AC
16 -5 -4SL 0.2 2.9 90°CL
16-20-2L -4.6 -6.4 80oCL
16 -5 -ISL +0.3 -2.5 90OAC
16-20-I (unlaced) ........ 180 ° -
16 -0-2 +2.0 0 90°AC
16-5 -4SL +0.6 +I. 75 90°CL
16-20-2L -8.9 -3.7 80°CL
16-5- ISL +I. 3 -Z. 35 90°AC
16-20-1 (unlaced) -3.5 -12.2 180 ° -
16-0-2 +2.5 -4.7 90°AC
AC - Amti-clockwise twist along entire length of STEM
CL - Clock-wise twist along entire length of STEM
16-20-2L indicates 16 foot length, 20% area removed,
sample 2, overlap laced. Sample numbers without L
are unlaced. SL indicates partial lacing.
At tip o5 sample.
Overlap position at top mounting point determined by
rotating orientation figure indicated angle.
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b) However, consider STEM 16-5-1 SL in orientation i
(overlap facing source) and again let H be the power incident
on the overlap. If the holes line up completely, then the power
absorbed by the rear surface is 0.05_. H. If only 50_ of the
holes line up, then the power absorbed by the rear surface is
0.0Z5 _. H. If no holes line up then no energy reaches the rear
surface and the STEM appears like an unperforated STEM to
the incident radiation. We would thus expect STEM 16-5-1SL
to be deflected away from the source in this orientation, which
is again supported by the da_,_
It is clear that hole alignment is critical in orientation
I but is of little importance in orientation 3.
k should be noted that, when observations were made
on unlaced (therefore misaligned) perforated STEMs, the
deflections were always in the expected directions.
It should s/so be noted that the 14% STEM was originally
intended to give zero de£1ection but the calculation of required
perforated area was based on erroneous reflectance dAt_. The
determination of required perforated area for the new zero
bending STEM (i. e. 5_) was based on Figure Z I. If it is borne
in mind that the reflectance of Ag plated STEM approaches 95_
at about Z microns, the 2 methods, deflection graphs and
Equation 2-3, of dete_rmining the perforated area for a zero
gradient STEM, are compatible. Further discussions of the
results are given in Section 6.
5.3
Results shown in Tables 5-1 and 5-Z are not corrected
for the effects of a lg gravity field on measured STEM deflec-
tions as this effect was investigated and the reduction in deflec-
tion due to gravity was found to be less than 4_ with a 16 foot
sample.
Reflectance Measurements
L I. I I
5 3'I General
Ln conjunction with this test program and other programs
much work has been done on reflectance of silver plated STEM
samples. Measurements have been made using an integrating
sphere attachment on a Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 505 spectro-
photometer. We have made minor modifications to this instru-
ment to improve the accuracy, however we cannot extend the
-32 : J
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range beyond 650 rn_t into the ir_rared. We have therefore
made certain assumptions as to the shape of the spectral
reflectance curve over the region . 650 _ to 2.5 ]a, and will
show how these results compare with a run made on a sample
supplied by SPAR and run on a Beckman DKZA spectrophoto-
meter at NASA-Goddard Space Flight Centre. This is an area
where considerable work can be done in setting up a standard-
ized method of measurement, using specified re_erence s&xnples
made under known conditions. _ere is much doubt as to the
veracity af any method of measurement u_ absolutc re/lectance,
as there is no primary standard of reflectance, and indeed we
have been informed by one of the larger manufacturers of
spectroscopic equipment that '_ve will not furnish any devices
with the claim that it will make absolute reflectance measure-
rnents". Several double beam systems are availabie which
will measure the dif/erence in reflectivity between two sarnples,
however this then brings us back to the problem of an atmolute
standard. Possible methods of tackling this problem have been
suggested by Haas (Reference 5), Bennett (Reference 9) and
Gier (Reference I0}.
In this particular case our requirement is the more
stringent as we are concerned primarily with abeorptance,
and this we wish to know to a high accuracy. The only conveni-
ent way of measuring absorptance atSPAR at the present is
through reflectance (Reference 7), and one must remember
that I_0 error in reflectance at 95% reflectance represents a
20% error in absorp_nce.
We define absorptance for the purpose of this work as
being:
s = I - R s
C_c = I - R c
for solar absorptance 5-I
for chamber absorl_ance 5-2
5-3
where
R s = JHs ()_) R (A) dA
fH. 1>,1dA
where H_()_ ) is the solar spectral irradiance in space.Similarly
Rc = _HC_Hc) R ()_) d>_()_) dk 5-4
- 3s - I
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for the chamber (source temperature approximately 1100°C).
R (_) is the spectral reflectance of the sample measured on
the spectr ophotometer.
We are also concerned with the absorptance of the black
paint used on the interior of the tube, however this is of the
order of 0.95 and consequently we can ignore large percent
errors in reflectance compared to the errors possible in the
absorptance of the silver.
5.3. Z Method of Measurement
As mentioned earlier, reflectance measurements are
made using an integrating sphere attac_hment to a Bausch &
Lomb Spectronic 505 spectrophotometer. (Figure Z3). Measure-
ments made are total reflectance, with the spec--u/_,rly reflected
beam from the silver sample being diffused by a freshly made
pressed Barium Sulphate surface. The reference surface is
also Barium Sulphate, and care is taken to ensu_re that these
two surfaces are identical. On all chart records of spectral
reflectance will be found a 100% line marked "BaS04 reference"
and this is the reflectivity of the light trap, see Figure 23,
compared with a "standard" BaS04 surface. Both of these sur-
faces are freshly made at the start of a series of measurements,
and precautions are taken to ensure that they are equal in
reflectance before this reference run is made. The light trap
is then placed in its correct position, and the reflectance of
the sample measured. A special BaS04 holder was designed
and made to fit in place of the light traps supplied by Bausch &
Lomb to improve the instrument accuracy.
/
5.3.3 SPAR-NASA Reflectance Comparison
As a further check on the absolute accuracy of the SPAR
Bausch & Lomb reile_ce a,_:tachment ,measurements were
made on a sample by the NASA DI(IA equipment and the SPAR
equipment. The results of this run are shown in Figure 24.
The comparison indicated that the NASA reflectance values
were consistently higher than those produced with the B & L
instrument at SPAR and also showed a steady increase in the
re_ectance of the silver sample between . 65 to Z. 5 microns.
The lower values for the SPAR data may be due to the BaS04
light trap target (see Figure 23) limitation when measuring
specular reflectance. Using the data of Figure Z4 the solar
reflectance and absorptance of the sample were computed using
- 34- ]
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Equations 5-3 and 5-4 and are shown in Table 5-3.
TABLE 5-3
INTEGRATED REFLECTANCE AND ABSORPTANCE
(one S axnpie)
REFLEC TA/_C E A BSORPTANCE
SOLAR C_ER SOLAR CHAMBER
R. Rc _s _c
NASA I .889
SPAR Z, 3 .857
RATIO
NASA TO
SPAR
.975 .Ill .0Z5
.9Z5 .143 .075
1.04 1.06 .775 .33
2_
o
Beckman DKRA with reflectance &ttachme,_ - Aluxninum refer-
ence 0.30 to Z. 5_.
B & L Spectronic 505 - BaS04 reference, integrating sphers,
0.22 to .66_z......
Assuming reflectance cozmtant for _ >, 65@. <
It would appear from these results, assuming the NASA
instrumentat/on to be more accurate in absolute reflectance
measurements, fl_t all SPARs values computed from the B & L
reflectance measurements should be increased by a factor of
1.04.
5,3.4 T_picLt ReaeSe Data for _ectzo-De ,pgsited Silv.e.z
Films
An analysis was made of 19 typical reflectance runs of
silver plated STEMs. These runs are characteristic of the
state-of-thee-art at the beginning of 1966 and more recent runs
(April 66, and the sample discussed in Section 5.3.3) indicate
higher average re£1ectances. The results of the 19 samples
are presented in Table 5-4 as the computed solar reflectance
and absorptance using Equation 5-3, with the assumption that
the reflectance is constant for all wavelengths greater than
0.65 microns.
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TABLE 5-4
SOLAR REFLECTANCE AND ABSORPTANCE OF TYPICAL SPAR
Sample No.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
i7
18
19
ELECTR ODEPOSITED F_
Solar Reflectance
Rs
.843
.839
• 799
.783
•835
.812
• 861
• 820
•859
.871
.854
.844
.885
.81Z
.868
• 838
• 849
• 878
.848
Solar Abs orptance
.i6i
.Z01
.Z17
.165
• 188
• 139
.180
• 141
• 129
• 146
.156
.115
• 188
.132
• 161
.151
• 121
.151
Mean Value 0.158
Std. Dev. = .027
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The results indicated a mean value for the solar aborp-
tance of 0. 158 with a standard deviation of 0. 027 (17%).
Correcting these results by the factor 0. 775 noted in
Table 5-3, we get for a corrected mean value 0.1Z2 for the
solar absorptance. As mentioned above, we would expect this
mean value to be lower in more recent runs and would expect
that values of 0.12 for solar absorptance be more representa-
tive of current state-of-the-art for our silver films. Future
work may lower this further, as is evident in the one sample
used in the NASA-SPAR coml:mrison (Table 5-3) where _s =
.1tl was obtained. For the chamber a mean value for C_c =
.045 ca_ be considered typical of current state-of-the-art Ag
films.
5.3.5 Reflectance Dat_ for the STEM Samples PLace d ,in me
Chamber
Earlier reflectance measurements, not shown, indicated
that the reflectance of silver for wavelengths greater than O. 5_a
was 0.87 on the average. It was on the basis of these early
reflectance measurements that the 14% area removed STEM
was selected as the "zero bending" STEM for the chamber. It
has been shown in Section 5.2 that the 14% samples exhibited
negative bending characteristics, indicating that too much area
had been removed; this was expected at the th-ne of the deflec-
tion measurements since more recent reflectance data indicated
much higher values than the . 87 value originally used. The
original low value for reflectance has been attributed to inferior
plating processes at that time, as discussed in detail in Section
5.3.4.
Reflectance data for the STEM samples run in the
chamber are shown in Table 5-5, reflectance data is not avail-
able for all sam_es. As discussed in Section 5.3.3 these
results are felt to be low by a factor of 1.04 around .6_, and
that they will increase further as _ increases.
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TABLE 5-5
REFLECTANCE DATA FOR STEM SAMPLES USED IN VACUUM
CHAMBER
(B & L SPECTRONIC 505 - PRESSED gaS04 REFERENCE)
WA_GTH 16-0-2 16-5-1
UNPOL   U -pOL, r  ZpO 
16-5--4
UNPOLISHED 1
.30 .08 .06 .07 .09
.35 .43 .40 .42 .43
.40 .63 .51 .57 .64
.45 .72 .65 .71 .76
.50 .78 .75 .79 .84
.55 .81 .79 .83 .86
•60 .83 .82 .85 .89
.65
NOTES
.86 .86 .89 .92
1. SAMPLE CLEAN -FREE OF FINGERPRINTS
Z. SAMPLE SHOWED EVIDENCE OF FINGERPRINTS.
5.3.6 PT 401 Paint
iiiml i
This paint has a very low total reflectance, and its
epectral reflectance ij flat in the visible region. No informa-
tion is available, even from the manuf&cturers, for reflectivity
in the infrared, and consequently the amsumption warn made that
it was spectrally fiat out to Z. 5u. Since its ablorpC_nce is io
high, however, the integrated solar and chamber absorptance
will be relatively unaffected by a moderate change in spectral
reflectance. Figure 26 shows the reflectance as measured by
the ueual technique on the Bausch & Lomb.
5.3.7 Oxidized Ber]rlliurn Copper
Because af the doubt as to the feasibility of using PT401
in a space application, preliminary investigations were conducted
- 38-
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into the feasibility of using the natural oxidation of the Be-Cu
tape during the STEM forming operation. Figure Z6 shows a
comparison of the reflectance of this oxidized layer and the
PT401, and shows the beginning of the rather rapid rise in
reflectance in the near infrared. These preliminary results
indicate that this is probably a feasible technique. WADC
Technical Report No. 56-222 P. 163 (Reference 7) indicates
a  .of O.S,0.6 the oftheS ZM
should be possible, More work is needed in this area, u indi-
cated by Mr. H.S. Kerr in DHC-SP-R. i68/I Section 8. I _R_.,'.s.
erence 1 I) before any definite conclusions are made.
Straightness and Diameter of Test Samples
5.4.1 Methods of Measurement
The straightness of the STEIM samples was measured
in a water tank using the technique laid down in DHC-SP-SP. 86
(Appendix If). The diameter was measured using a micrometer,
at many positions along the sample.
5.4.2 Results
Tables 5-6 to 5-9 show results of diameter measure-
ments of samples which were measured in the chamber.
The following samples were investigated in the chamber:
16-0-I; 16-0-Z; 16-5-ISL; 16-5-4SL; 16-14-1L; 16-20-1 and
16-20-Z.
It will be noted that 2 of the above samples were also
sent down to NASA i.e. 16-0-2 and 16-20-2 and the data for
these samples is included in the straightness, diameter and
reflectance data for the 6 samples sent to NASA.
The diameter measurements for the remaining samples
are shown in Tables 5-6 to 5-9. Straightness of the chamber
test samples were checked qualitatively by suspending the STEM
by its tip and looking along the STEM to check the bow. It is
simple to detect the bow in t_he STEM by this method and badly
bowed STEMs were not put in the chamber. The diameters
were normally measured in 2 perpendicular directions at each
point as shown in the sketch.
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TABLE 5-6
DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS
STEM 16-0-1
Distance from
F_ (_.)
0
2
4
6
8
10
Diameter AB
(inchea)
0. 496
0. 488
0.486
0. 485
0.493
O. 500
O. 505
0.518
0.497
12
14
15.75
Diameter CD
(inchel)
I% 40";
0. 490
0. 491
0. 480
0. 479
0.483
O. 498
O. 494
0.479
TABLE 5-7
DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS
STEM 16-5-4 SL
Distance fr on,
End (ft.)
I_ 8z
4
DijtanCe AB
(inche|)
O. 482
0. 492
0.499
0. 4946
Diitma,ce CD
(inches)
0. 489
0. 496
0.500
0. 495
-40 ";
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TABLE 5-7 Continued .....
Distance from
Eud (ft.)
Distance fzo,n
Fad (ft.)
0
Z
4
6
8
I0
IZ
14
15.75
Distance AB
8 O. 498
10 0.488
14 O. 487
15.75 0.497
TABLE 5-8
DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS
STEM 16-14-1L
Diameter AB
(inches)
0.514
O. 497
0.496
0.498
0.504
o. 499
0.499
O. 500
0.498
Distance CD
(inches)
0.504
O, 50Z
0.50Z
0. 498
O. 499
Dia.me_z CD
(inches)
0.516
• O. 509
0.508
0.514
0.508
9.5O6
0.509
O. 506
0. 504
4z • I
5.5
TABLE 5-9
DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS
STEM 16-20-1
DHC -SP-R. 168/2
Distance from Diameter AB Dian_ter CD
End (ft.) (inches) (inches)
0 0. 472 0. 472
Z 0. 477 0. 502
4 0. 482 0. 497
6 0.503 0.498
8 0. 495 0. 499
I0 0. 504 0. 497
12 O. 503 O. 507
14 0. 499 0. 490
15.75 0.499 0. 508
STEM Strength Tests
5.5. I Introduction
The purpose of these tests was to obtain experimental
values for the minimum bending stiffness and strength of silver
plated STEMs of varying percentage of perforation. Tests
were comiucted amd results ana/ymed as described in DHC-SP-
R. 158 (Reference I 2).
5.5. Z Details of STEM Specimens,
Details of the three 10 feet length silver plates STEM
specimens were as follows:
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TABLE 5-I0
DATA ON STRENGTH TEST SPECIMENS
SPECIM.ENT
1
2
3
PERCENTAGE STRIP UNPLATED
PERFORATION WIDTH THICKNESS
, (IN) t (IN]
FORMED
DIAMETER
d (IN)
0 Z 0.00Z 0.42
5 2 O. 00Z 0.45
Z0 Z 0.00Z 0.48
MATERIAL BeCu Z5
The root ends of all three specimens were encased in
2 inches of cerrobend to give fully fixed end conditions.
5.5.3 Test Rig _ Testing Procedures
Each specimen was clamped vertically to the bending
test rig shown in Figure 27 and rotated until its free edge was
located in the weakest bending position. The free end was re-
strained, such that twist was prevented during bending. Hori-
zontal tip loads were applied incrementally by means of a cord
arni adjustable pulley arrangement. Measurements of the
corresponding horizontal tip deflection were noted and observa-
tions made on the mode of buckling and failure.
5.5.4 Results and Discussion
The results of the bending tests corrected for sell
weight influence are given in Fig%ure zg. The following table i8
a summary of the STEM specimen bending strenKths.
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TABLE 5-11
BENDING STRENGTH OF STEM IN WEAKEST POSITION
SPECFniEN P crit.
TIPLOAD
(LBS)
Yo crit. Ir 1 crit Mcrit RATIO
DEFLECTION FAILURE (IN) BEND- TO
(IN) LOCATION ING 1
FR( ROOT MOMENT
Ir_n fLB IN)
1
2
3
0.19 62 14 86 16.4 1
0.12 52 4 101 12.I 0.74
0.063 39 Z 114 7.2 0.44
where I crit is the vertical distance from tip to point of fail-
ure given by
1 crit = (I 77 (Yo/1) Z) - Ir
and M crit = Pcrit. 1 crit.
where 1 is length of specimen (unloaded).
5.5.5 Observations
All STEM specimens had a pronounced free edge rippling
caused by the plating operation. This is due to the fact that
the plating system has been designed for 0.5" tubing, whereas
the tube used here is 0.4" diameter. It will not occur in a
plating machine designed for 0.4" diameter. This effect is
undesirable in that it prematurely sets off free edge buckling
in the early bending stages.
The modes of failure for the two perforated STEMs are
shown in Figure 28. It is interesting to note that the 0.48 inch
diameter 20% perforated specimen having little overlap, fails
with pronounced free edge buckling, whereas the 0.45 inch dia-
meter, 5T0 perforated specimen having 30_0 more overlap than
the latter, fails in much the same manner as a seamless tube.
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5.5.6 Conclusion
It is stated on Figure Z9 that the critical bending
moment for the unperforated STEM is proportional to its
cross-sectional circumferential length S (E = Youngs Modu-
lus, O_ = poisson_s ratio), it can be shown that the
correspoz_ing effective value S for the perforated STEM is
given by S ( I I0, #%/4/Ira" x (% perforation)). Using this
expression the bending strength of perforated STEMs relat-ive
to that for the ...... z____^_ c-v_-_i has _-_-- p!ot_.____in _g,,=_
50. S_perimposed are the experimental results, using as a
reference the unperforated test specimen result.
in the above K B, the experimental bending constant,
was assumed constant. In actual practice it is greatly influ-
enced by the degree of STE_k{ over!-=p. From experience it
is known to have its maximum value for a STEM having an
overlap factor between 1.4 - I. 5 (i. e. for a diameter between
0.45 - 0.4Z inches in the case Of the present specimens).
The drop in KB for increasing diameters is due to the increas-
ing degree of instability of the overlap as it decreases.
i •
Silver Film Thickness Measurements
5.6. I General
We have made a number of attempts to measure the
silver film thickness, but without any conclusive results.
Three methods were used to make these measurements, and
these are described below. This is an area where much work
can be done, both from the point of vd.ew o_ measurement and
a number of suggestions have come up during the course of
this aspect of the program.
It should be emphasized, however, that considerable
study and work has been done to optimize the plating process
parameter to maximize the spectral reflectance o£ the silver
film, as is evident from recent reflectance runs on plated
samples.
5.6.2 Methods of Measurement
Two techniques of measurement were used:
(a) The first is the only non-destructive technique
-45 -
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(b)
(c)
attempted. The STEM wall thickness was measured before
cleaning, after cleaning, and after plating. This gave a set of
figures for the nominal thickness of the STEM after forming.
The cleaning process removes a thin layer from the surface,
and this thickness is determined by the second measurement.
The third measurement gives the final Lhickness of the STEM,
and from the three measurements a figure for the thickness of
silver is determined. This method gave the highest a_ the
values obtained (see Section 5.6: 3).
The second method involves the electrolytic removal of the
silver film using a controlled current and known quantity of
electrolyte. The time taken for the silver to be removed is a
measure of the thickness. This method will obviously give a
low _,_lue since the apparent end of the electrolytic removal is
moved, exposing the gold flash. However, it is probable that
not all the silver has been removed at this s_age, but further
electrolysis would begin to remove the gold.
The third, and probably most accurate method was to use a
selective chemical etch to remove the silver, and measure the
base thickness before and after etching.
5.6.3 Results
None of the methods outlined in Section 5.6. Z are
entirely satisfactory, and accuracy for each is probably only
of the order of +50_0, since I0 micro-inc.hes is the smallest
division on mechanical measurement equipment.
Method (a) indicates a value between 60 micro-inches and 140
micro inches.
(b) gives values of approximately 15 micro-inches.
However, as mentioned previously this is probably a low figure.
(c) this is probably the most accurate, and indicates a
value between 60 and 100 micro-inches.
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TYPICAL HOLE PATTERNS
.u , L':
DHC-SP-R. 168/Z
l
L.
1.57"
1
i
Sample Rotation Speed: 50 Degrees Per Second
(The Poor Trace is Due to the High Speed of the Recording Pen)
REGULAR STEM PATTERN WITH LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE CURVE
Figure 1Z
.I
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:_,:_:_. i!_if:_-
, :_ ,,hm ,. _.... E
direction
L___ight tr&nsrni_e curve for above pattern, as
measured on the optical bench with the lample rotated
at right angles to the direction of the incident radiation.
The hole - hole separation and line - line lep-
aration are equal at apl_roximately 0. 087 inches but the
position of the first hole in every line is varied in a ran-
dom manner.
TYPICAL SPIRAL PATTERN WITH LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE CURVE
Figure 13
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The results of the deflections of *_he various percent area removed
STEMs are summarized in Figures 21 and 22. It is obvious from the curves
that a zero deflection condition exists for a specific % area removed since
both positive and negative bendings have been measured on the samples
tested. For the chamber both the 14% and Z0% STEMs yield, with minor
exceptions, negative bending, while the unperforated samples have all
shown a positive deflection. A correlation of these deflections on a quanZl-
tative basis using Equation Z-Z is not possible since the precise value for
the irradiance level at the STEM in the chamber is not known. However,
assuming that the total irradiance level for the 1100°C source is approxi-
mately 140 milliwatts per sq. cm., one would expect for an O< s of the
outer surface of. 045 a deflection of approximately 4 mm for an unperfor-
ated STEM. It is expected, however, that due to spherical aberration
caused by the cylindrical mirrors and a possible slight out-of-focus con-
dition for the filament, that the irradiance level could be down by a factor
of Z from the design value quoted above. This would then bring the observed
zero perforation deflection in line with that predicted by Equation Z-Z. A/so
overlap (which will be discussed at greater length below) may be affecting
the results so that the equation derived for the seamless t%Ibe would not
apply for the overlap configuration.
To examine the results in a relative manner one can consider the
term (see Section Z for definition of terms)
c eU = (1 - p)(o(c - 6-i
as an effective absorptance _-alue for the STEM sample, positive to give
positive (unperforated) deflections, and negative when deflections are nega-
tive. Let us consider STEM samples with the following characteristics:
C_'c = 0. 045
/_c 0.95
Then Table 6-I shows the effective _eff for the p values studied in this
test program.
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TABLE 6-i
EFFECTIVE STEM ABSORPTANCE C_EFF AND THERMAL
DEFLECTIONS COMPARED TO THE UNI=ERFORATED STEM
ST_ C_EFF DEFLEC T!ON RATIO
TO UNPERF OR_T ED
STEM
THERMAL
DEFLECTION
0 +0.045 l.O +Zmm
4.7%
(Nominally 5%)
s
14% - 0.076 1.7 - 3.4 mm
Z0% - 0.116 Z.6 - 5.2 mm
Comparing the deflection values of the 14_% and Z0% STEM for a "zero
bending" STEM deflection of +2 man, with the actual results shown in Fig-
uzes Zl and ZZ, hxiicate that they lie within the scatter of deflections
obtaAned in the test program, Thus, within the scatter present in the tech-
nique, the results appear to agree with those predicted by the theoretical
eq_tions.
The scatter in results, which are clearly evident in the curves, are
in the n-.ain due to the fact that hole registration in the overlap regions is
not as good as i_ should be, and also because of the existence of the over-
lap seam and its eifect on the equations derived for seamless tubes, This
latter point is strongly supported by examining the more consistent results
ob_ined when the overlap is facing away from the source, a condition most
in agreement with the assumptions made in the theory of bending c_ perfor-
ated tubes.
It is also felt that this general overlap problem is the main factor
causing the deflections observed in the y direction (transverse to the source
direction).
The d_ta (see Section 5.Z) for the finally selected "zero bending"
STEM (5_) strengthens further the problem currently present due to the
overlap. It will be noted that for only those cases where the overlap is
not facing the source at some portion of length down the chamber were the
extremely small deflections noted (see Figure Z0).
Additional factors that may be contributing to the scatter in the results
67- J
but ones which could not be q'_n_itatively .=_msessed in this test program,
are as follows:
a) Possible deflection distortion introduced at the rotary seal mount due
to method of clamping and/or excessive temperature gradients in
Zhis region _ the STEI_.
b) residual bow in the STEM a/ong its length may result in irregular
iUumi,_tion of the STEM along its length.
c) The twist in the overlap position along its length.
None of the above conditions could be ex_nined quanZitatively since
only one viewing port is available in the chamber, this being located at
the bottom or free end of the suspended STEM.
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7.0 CORRELAT!ON TO SPACE SOLAr¢ _v _r_ONMENT
The equation for zero bending (Equation Z-3) was presented in Section
2. It can be seen from this equation that the only para1_.eters that are
changed when one compares chamber results with the space solar environ-
•-hensare:
(,)
(z)
the total absorptance of the outer surface.
the total absorptance of the inner surface.
The latter factor being changed only very slightly, if at a/l. Thus a
"zero bending"STEM in space will require a different percent area re-
moved than t/_at cxf the "zero bending" STEM for the chamber, due mainly
to the change in the total absorptance of the silver film (see Section 5.3).
and
Table
Using Equation 2-3, and taking values for O<s from 0. I0 to 0.15
7_._I. .95, then the fractional area removed will be as shown in
TABLE 7.1
F_CTIONALAREA _OVED FOR "ZERO BENDING,' STEM IN SPACE
SOLAR ENVIR_ OUTSIDE SILVER PLATED _D(s)
INSIDE PT401_s = 0.95
o<, p
.I0 .ii
.11 .122
.12 .132
.13 .142
• 14 .154
It was shown in Section 5.5 that 20% area removal results in a bend-
ing moment strength of 7. Z inch pounds. If such an area removal was used
with an excellent outside surface absorptance _ s could be as low as 0.64.
This introduces the possibilities of using oxidized Be-Cu inside (see Section
5.3.7), avoiding a painted coating as the inside surface.
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8.0 C ONCLUS!ONS AND REC O_._NiENDA _7ONS
8.1 Conclusions
From the presen£ation of deflection results (Section 5.2) as
shown in Figures 17, i8, 19, 20, Zi and 27, and the ,.,,o,..,.,._,.,.,,.'a". . . _,.,_, ,._'_
results (Section 6) it is clear that the test program has clearly
demonstrated the fe_sibiiity _ the perforation technique to produce
"zero bending" STEMs for the chamber. The data which most
strongiysupports. _he _ovv=...... is the ,....._I*_ ob_=ined ........_n_ the S0f,._STEM
(Figure ZZ, Orientation 3) where the overlap is away from the source,
and the twist along its length at most moves the overlap to the side,
but never towards *.he source, in this l_t:er case X - deflections
were + .3 and ÷ . 6 mm for the _veo samples tested, it would appear
from these results that a _igh_ly higher percen_ge (_- _0) removal
would result in a closer approximation tc the "zero bending" STEM
for the chamber.
It is also evident from the deflection results that the overlap
orientation with respect to the source greatly affects the results for
any % area removed STEM. Varying the overlap orientation causes
considerable scatter in the deflection measurements and also intro-
duces a displacement l_rpendicul_r (Y) to the direction of the source.
Two basic problems exist with the overlap:
(1) it is difficult to get perfect hole registration between the over-
lap and underlap sections.
(2) the overlap region represents a discontinuity in the thermal
conduction path, which causes bending distortion, as evidenced l_f
the random results obtained with the unpe_forated samples. No
theory has been derived for this condition, but the problem has been
considered and is discussed briefly in Appendix I.
The test program _has demonstrated that reproducible high
reflectance, electrodeposited, silver coatings can be made but that
proper precautions in handling this material must be carried out to
maintain high reflectance.
Measurements on the reflectance characteristics of oxidized
Be-Cu have indicated that it is feasible to get s,_iciently high solar
absorptance values for this material (0.64) to use it in the space
application, with ZO% area removal.
- Vl - !
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8.2 Rec o___n=e nd.ations
The results and conclusion of inis test program have indicated
certain areas which require f_r+_er study to implement the techrique
into a final production item having "zero bending" characteristics in
space. The present study has shown th&_, with straight seam overlap
STEM with lag0 area removed, gre&gly reduced thermal bending would
result in Sl_Ce. I% is questior_ble because of the overlap problem,
whether this reduction would he adequate for the more exac_ng &ppli-
cations where bending t3!er_nces &re exgre.mely sn1&ll. For thee
lai-_er case further reduction of the residuu_l bending would require
studies in the areas outlined in the following sections.
8 2.1 Alternate _,n_err_l S ......=cos
Problems may exist in _.he use of a painted Lnside sur-
face, such as PT401. _hese arise not from the aspect of dura-
bility in space, but from the aspect that repeated handling and
extension in the STEM devices rn_y c&use deterioration of the
surface characteristic, gherebv reducing its solar absorpZ_ce
v-a/ue. Tests should be conducted go see if al_ernate surface
treatments, such as oxidized Be-Gu, oxidized Ni or Qxidi_.ed
Tantalum, could be used. All these sua'f&ce treatments exhibit
low reflectance in t/ue _/sible and i_.frared.
8.Z. Z Overlap Test P_o_ram
Further _e_ting e_xl experirr_ental work should be per-
formed to improve over!_p regi.=tr&t_on and reduce i_s defiec-
tion distortion a/fec+ in Zher-n&i -_ _ _
_e._d_ng. A spiral technique
should be tested,where & cornbin=_tion of spir_l pitch (say 360 °
twist every 3 ft. ) and a hole pattern along the length of the STIEM
are used to eliminate the vari=tion in STEM thermal bending
with its orien_tion with respect to the source.
8. Z. 3 Reflectance in Sp&ce
As shown in ]Equation Z-3 the equ&lization of the radi-
ant power absorbed inside and out_ide for a given fractional
removed ( __ depends on the _s and s v&lues. !Vleasul'e-&re_
merits to date have been made under normal atmospheric labor-
atory conditions where oxides, and sulphides may be lowering
the reflectance of the silver films. In space under intense
irraxli&gion, low press_e and the presence of minute quantities
of ozone, these oxides, .su/phide_, etc., may be "cleaned" away
- 7Z -
resultin!__ in lower _s values compared to those measured _n
the laboratory. As mentioned in Section 8, Z. I various !n_err_i
surface treatments can be used to obtain the desired_s, aga_
however, careful consideration should be made on their stabi _-__.
and alteration in _ s under the space environrnent.
For the above reasons work should be done to study
the effect of high vacuum and solar irradiation on materials
selected for this application.
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9.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY
The object of this program was to test. analyze and recsrd results
elements, the technology for which was previously produced against
private company funds. The result af such records and analysis was to
be used by NASA in assessing long-boom techniques, _ such results
have been previously docurnenZed in prior progress reports and in the
bedy ef this fine/repot. As the documentation ef testing and evaluation
was the end preduct in this preq_am it n_turally f_Uews that no new tech-
nology was developed umier this specific co_.zact .*J_ 5-9572.
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APPENDIX I
PART I & H
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS AND PROFILE
CHANGES IN LONG TUBULAR ELEMENTS
DUE TO INCIDENT RADIATION
by
A. Kemper - K. Farrell
(From DHC-SP-TN. 164, Reference t)
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SUMMARY
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The teznperature difference between the brisht and dark side of the
specified 800 - ft.. haU inch diameter, Berylllum Copper element,
when exposed to sun radiation, wilZ reach IZ°F_ This difference wUl
cause the element to bend away frorn the ra_istion source in an-axyrnptotk
form. The tip deflection will be about 550 ft.. with a ndnlznuzn radius of
curvature of 333 ft.
The location of the point of n_inhnum radius of curvature can be
anywhere alon$ the ads of the element from the.root to .the tip. depend/as
on the eiement,s initial direction with respect to the radiation source.
The point of minimum radius of curvature coincides with the Point
of maximum element temperature, which wiLl be about 850°R with sun and
earth radiation, and 785 ° R in outer space.
The temperature difference along the cross section, _ the-re-
8u/tln S profile chx_ge, are d_termlned by the n_erLsl and its surface
absorptivity only and are independent of the emissivity; while the
temperature depends on the ratio of absorptivity to en_lasIvity only.
The maSnttode of the time constant of the sPecified element with
resPect to step chanlJoS in radiatio n is about 3 minutes. The final profile
(96_,} _ be .tabllshod in about 7 minut.-_ s .dden._ton of
.... :ii_
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PART I
EVALUATION AND DISC USSION
Or ANAL_ RESULTS
©
©
1.0 D_FrRODUC TION
This study of the effect of radiant energy impinging on lone tubular
elements in epace investisates the temperature distribution along the
perimeter and the axis of the element and the resulUm 8 profile changes,
The results are condensed into equations and into • Profile Ch_rt, allowin a
ex_cLx_tiod of the particular proft_ of an element in purer space, or in
an orbit around the earth. The time constant of the oIoxnon_ is also in-:
re•tie•ted analytically.
Specmcau_ of the _ement
The epeciftod o_ le conaiderod as • closed t_h for moat of the
invomtisatione. A correction factor is discussed and proposed for an open
with 180 ° overlap. Numerical values of temperatures alonii the per-
Lector and the axis, and vains8 for the minimum r•dtt of curvature and
tip deflections •re calculated for am element with the foUowt_ spectficattomet
Element Material
Element Diameter
Element Length
Ws.Lt Thickness
_terial Density
Thermal Conductivity
_ermal Expas_ion Coefficient
Absorptivity Ratio
Emissivity Ratio
Specific Heat
Overlap Factor
Beryllium copper
d = 0.04167 feet (0.50 inches)
! = 800 feet
t = 0.00016? foot (0.00Z inches)
jo = 500 lblft 3
k.. h,
e = 1.04x 10--I _...
C_,,= ,4S
E • .!0
C ,,, . 10 BTUIIb - OF
9- !_.S
l.a Specification. of the Radiant ]F-,nerWf
aun znd earth radiation, and reflection of sun radiation by the earth
and the atmosphere, _to taken into account, Those 8_to &ssumod to have
the foUowinj int@nsitiee I -
,i
!
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Sun Radiation
Earth Red/salon
Earth Reflection
JE =
JR =
450
70 BTU/HR FT 2
160 BTU/HR FT Z
Sun radiation is considered to be constant/n the scope, of this analy'
sis. Earth radiation and reflection are subject to correction for altitude;
tim .values applied, re_forrtn8 to the Upper layers of tJhe me sosphere,
which is assumed to be 500 miles above the surf__ce of __-e earth.
The amount of heat entering the element is also a function of the
incident angle, This angle is defined in the analysis as the aalllo between
the radiation direction and the axis of the element as .seen from the root
of the element.(See diagram below. _
©
2,0 THE ELEMENT IN OUTER SPACE
2.1 The Maximum Temperature Difference Along the _Element Perimeter
i s .... i * i i i i i I iii _ t
The maximum temperature difference between the bright and dark
side of the element occurs when the incident anljle e_= 90 °. it is obta/nod
by the equatimu
hTs=  f:k- s3s (1}
© It is independent of the emmissivity ratio _. T s (max)
specifiod element,
is IZ°F/or the
........... , .... - I-3 .................. |, nile,
r_
%J
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2.2 The Temperature Profile Along the Element Perimeter
The Temperature Profile is shown in Figure 2. It ks symmetrical on
both sides of the diameter from the bright side to the dark, It is obtained
_from the equations:
r , t.. "y_ .45]Ts(2) - ATs - (3}
Equation Z gives the profile in the first and fourth quadrants, and _quatlon
3 the profile in the second and third'quadrants. In both cases, X is a point
on the perimeter expressed in terms of r K
©
2.3 Element Profile Chan_e
The temperature difference between the bright and dark sides of the
element will cause the element to bend away from the radiation source.
The profile of the bent element, the tip deflection, and the:radii of cur-
vature a/on E the element axis, are determined by a "Profile Humber"
which is defined as
It has a value of 3 x 10 -3 for the spe i_ied element,
Using this pro£ile number, the element shape can be derived by the
equation:
(5)
0
This profile has been plotted in Figure 2 for the specified element
and a radiation incident angle _S = 900" The X and Y axes are in foot;
and the length of the element has been traced on the plotted profile.
Figure 3 shows the same element for a radiation incident anllo OS = 135 O.
Figure 4 shows the profiles of a dipole element with incident an81es from
0 to 180 °.
Z.4 Explanation of the profile Chart
The profile curves of Fisure8 Z, 3 and 4 are extracted frqrn the ,
ProfiteChart shown in Figure 5. Any 800 foot lensth traced on .the curve
llli,,_l _ l,l ll l II lllll s l l l II _ _'ll ,l Ill _ _ ....... :.................. li
_i! _ !i/i i_i_!_i/ii_i iii_ii_
E
F
L
with the Profile Number 3 x 10 "3 . can be a profile Of _he specified element.
The root of the element is located at the intersection point of the incident
angle line with the profile curve 0 and the tip of the element is found by
tracing the length of the element (800 feet) clockwise on the profile curve.
l
The Profile_hart and equation 4 for. the Profile Number. imply that
elements with different design ,parameters can have the same profile chases
.a| long as the design Iarsn_etere in _quation 4 yield the |_e Profile
Number. Hence one can examine the 'change of profile for • change of •
particular design parameter, by comparing the profile curves with the
• pprol_late number s.
O
2.5 Several F_iements on One Satellite
/
A_ long as the design ensures• that the incident ndiation angle is the
san3-_ for all the elements, several elements on one satellite will have the
s_,ne profile. A crossed .dipole of elements as specified, will have a con,
._.Kuratlon as shown in Figure 6. The configuration will be zna_ed in
the orbit around the sun as shown in Figure 7. The elements have the
tendency to align themselves and the satellite radially with respect to the
orbit, so-tha_ the same 8ide_of the satellite surface's/ways faces the Sun.
The backward-bent elements which are exposed to .the stm,s pressure: will
create a correcting torque as soon as the satellite deviates from the equilAb-.
rium either in the pitch or yaw axis. The dynamic properties of the eloxnonts_
their damping effects, and time lags, have to be included in the orient•tins
and stabilization system of the satellite.
2.6 Tip Deflection
The value X in Equation 5 represents the tip deflection from the
initial straight profile. It can be obtained only by tracing the profile.
However, for very small Profile Numbers, or for short elements, Y can
he repl&cod by the element length:- _ and Equation $ can be 0impllfiod tel
t
0
There the deflection for a I00 foot length would be 16 ft., when ex-
posed to 8unradlatlon only.
2,7 Minimum . Radius of Curvature,,, .,
The greater the temperature difference on the cross section, the
more the element will bend at that section, and the stroller _ be the
• .radlus of the curvature, The location of the minimum radius of ct_rvatilro
iiiiii u -
©will be at the point where the incident angle is 90 °. In Figure 2 the
location is at the root of the element and in Figure 3 where the tangent on
the element is normal to the radiation direction. The ra_liue at any point
is given by
(v)R (x) = sin 0 (z)
where _10is the _K18 between the t_ngent and the initial direction. The
minimum radius of curvature for the si_eclfied element is 333 feet., when
exposed to sun radiation. Angle 0(_0can be o_ed from the graph or
computed from the equation:
(8)
2.8 Maximum Element Temperature
The e/emeHt temperature depends on the absorptlvityadd eznlssivlt_ F
ratios, and the incident radiation angle, and is otherwise independent of :
the element design parameters. At any point X along the axis the iverage
element temperature is given by
i  3ssin
(9)
©
II II I
• I
where 0(_) is again the angle between the tangent on the element and the
radiation direction. The location of the point .of maximum temperature
coincides with the location of the point of rn/nimum radius of curvature.
Figure 8 s_s maximum element temperature verJue, the ratio _ "
and Figure 9 depicts the temperature along the axis of one element in two
different positions with respect to _he sun. The maximum temperature st
the specified element is 78S°R when exposed to wun radiation only,
2.? Element Respons,e Time
It has been assumed that the element will have found structural and
thermal equiUbrium when the region of highest temperature has been
reached. For this condition, the time constant C_: , which is defined as
the time in minutes necessary to reach 03. Z_ of maximum temperatu_'e
rise after J s_ step increase in radiant energy, is: -
T A
, , i i | L,| i, i I i
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e_ - for the |pacified element would be 3 minute..
However. the ache/temperature l_oIpo_lJJ _ |or "| lirII ItOp
incrUtt in_ Iudden .os/_nRiolt of the .olealent into b Iq_ljht, .It
- be derived from the equat.tion: _ ,.
{11)
The transient temperature profile is shown for the epec/flod element
-in Figure 10. The element needs 7 minutes to reach 965 of the final profile.
O
1,0
3.1
THE _T _XI:_SED TO RADIANT ENERGY FROM fJLnq'AND
'EARTH
Analysis and Definition of Earth Radlant Enersy
A satellite in orbit around the Earth will be equally exposed to _rth
radiation due to the earth temperature at all positions of its orbit. The
earth radiation constant has to be corrected for the dist_ncO of the sateLLihj
from the earth.
Reflected radiant ener_jr can reach the 8atelUte only ss lena as the
sun and earth are in oppositi0n with respect •to .the satellite. However.
since the reflected sunl$sht is diffused in the atmosphere, it has been _
.|ssunsad that the reflection approaches nero. when the ,sngia_ betweem.
gun, _E_rth and Kstelllto reaches 120°, {See diagram below,) .The _,lLt,_ .
of reflected radiation-with _ , between 0and 120 de81roos, can bs-repro-
sentod by | complicated expression derived in Reference. 1, However, it
has bs_ found that the variation can be reasonably |Pl_OX/mated by the
t, uou co. (. Ts ).
.
L If ..... .
J
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Both radiant energy sources - e_rth radiation and earth reflecticm -
are subject to correction for altitude with the factor
(IZ}
oince radiation "intensity Varies I inversely with the iquare of the distance.
R Is the r&dluJ of the eax_h, and A is _ Itltitude of the satellite above
_._.e e-_.rthh su____ace.
The effect of radiant energy from the earth, also depends on the
magnitude of the angle between the sun and earth radiation with respect
to t_e element cross section. This angle is LLlustrated in the diagram
below and should not be confused with the angle _ , a/though both may
have the Same value in particular poSitiens.
©
©
3 .Z ___e E{a__clraura Temj>er&t_re Di_erenF, e A10n 6 the Perimeter
The maximum temperature difference and the profile along t_s
perimeter ris obtained by rm_tii_Iying the appr_rinte equations |-_t_3 by
tits fitter B to get: --
ATsm = as3s s'ln B (13)
wher_ B represents the effect of earth reflection of s_un,liiJ_ _ earth
radiation. B is developed as follows: the total am.oust of ixnprlnlinl-r_Ua-
t/on which will cause the temperature :rise consists of:
Sun radiation: Ot _5 $1r_ 0k
Earth reflection: 0t_tr._ ._5 |s $i_01_a (_t_
Earth radiation: _ _E _'tn 0| x F_ co_'
The angles Ot and (_swere def_ in 1.2 and the anjle .75_as well as
the factor F A in 3.1. Thus the total amount Of impringinj radiation is: -
l " T '" ' • ' l ii , i l I
,_ • ....... - i pi _IIIItD _ - , i
• h' ,I , , i nl -- j
Ill
QDHC _SP=R..6,. I_
f_
wkero the ,_g_+,_o, for.6< _ ,_ the.,_s,,.....for6 >_.
The term in brackets is called B thus:
0
and when reflection approaches lero with _ > 17.0 s
i_6)
(17)
0
Inspection of the terms for B reveals that; the rrmEnitude of B deiNJl_tS
rn_tnly on the maKnttude of the four _ngles which define the position of the
element with respect .to the sun and earth. This is because the ratio
is very irmLLi, snd is conJta4_t for the I_cified element.
The extreme values for_B occur in the positions in tim dt_-jrtm
.bolow. The orbit being assumed to be 500 rniJ, es above the @acth's sucface;
,=,,,=..=,i_, i
B_,W.- _,Z
&- It_
T A
iii i - "k_-
++
I ,J | • I
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3.3 The Temperature Pro.file,, Along the Perimeter
The temperature profiles for the above defined l_sitions are shown
in Figure 11. They represent the borderlines for .aLl pOll/hie conditioxlJ.
They +are computed from the equation:
AT._ g ATs_6 Ass|
©
©
. i i,= iii iiiii
Since Brnin will increase, and Bma x Will decrease with orbits at
higher altitudes, both will approach Unit l at an altitude of about 20,000
miles. This means that the influence of earth radiation and reflection
become vlrtuaLIy negligible at this altitude and above. The temperature
profile then %71]/be that.lncticated by the dotted Line. This is the sazne as
shown,in Fig. I.
-3.4 E_fe.ct o n Earth .l_l_t Ener_ +On, l_e _.!erne_lC l:_rOfilO
The Profile Number of the-element wiLL be chamlod in the on.ram-rltio
•18 .the temperature 8radient along the perlrneter is _ed, Thus squat/oil
+4 b_o_s:
Nse" = _ x 15 1191
Because Bmi n was found to be . 62 for :the specified element with
= , 22 the minimum Profile Number for the spocHiod element when
exposed to sun and earth radiant enersy wiLL be:
Hser (men)"l,e+role"_
The appropriate profile+ for this Profile N_rnber is nmarked/n
Film.s l_+ on the Profilei_t, for comparison with the profllo+for-.the
+_ _'X :SO'}+ _iJ h+143_veJt ][3_OfUe Ntlrnbl_ 1_dc_l cln.occll3P _+l_hll.
most faro.able position with sun and earth in opJition, with _oopeot to,
,the satellite. For 111 other positions partlcuiaxly for all hillhmP nltlt_lall.
the Profile Nu-m_er,-wi_ increase until it approsch6s .the .VslUlb_ +-s 10 "3 .st
air, tilde rOf oboist 201000 _t.
$.S The Elements in Orbits Around the Earth
I ,m, ,, |, , - u,, ...... ......
Unless the satellite travels across the shadow of the earth, whets
the._o_umnts will have altnost a straight profile - th8 elements havl,the
tendency to .al/ln themselves to the direct/on o_ the sea .IPlUi/atiom,. Th/|
.... I tol | .... II III I II II IIIIII -- 11 ...... ell I III
* i
,+ ....
I [llllI + + +
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app|ies for _ orbits, polar orbits as wen as for equatorial or semi-
equatorial orbits.
In a polar orbit (Figure 13), with the satellite orientated to the
earth so tb._t =_1.wl_ys the same surface will face the earth, the elements
will hep their config,.uratlon with respect to the earth and to the sun.
They will not _ethe orientation and stabilizin l system of the
satallitAs.
In a semi-equatorial orbit however as shown in Figure i4 the elem_s
try to align themselves and the satellite to the sun radiation, so the
satellite will perform one revolution around its axis while performing
one orbit cycle. Thus when the satellite wou_d 'have an orientation control
to face the earth always with the same side of the surface the orientation
control has to cater for the disturbance caused by the elements,
©
In such cases the elements would take profiles as shown in Figure
15 and 16. In Figure 15 only one element is assumed, pointing to the
eaJrth in its initial position. For Figure 16 a dipole of two elements Is
assumed in the plane of the orbit, as tangents on the orbit path in their
initial position. This configuration assumes that the orientation co'ntrol
keeps the satellite always in the position facing the earth With the saz_s
side of the surface.
3.6 Maximum Element Temperature Alert6 ' the Element Axis
The temperature of the element on the point of ]k(inimum Radius of
Curvature is a function of the total radiant energy impinging on the
element. Thus
_sO{ SiN _$ in equation 9 is replaced by:
which yields T.
but with always the slgh +_tar 1". (E_uatlon lbin 3.Z.)
(zo)
II
©
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Thus the maximum temperature occurs for
F^'I and es=ea- o" aM '11.-o" and ,S=ISO 
when sua and e_th ar_ Ln opposition with respect to the sate]/Ite.
In this case the maximum temperature for the specifimt element i8:
3, T _ement Response Time
B-3/4 yieldsReplacing T s max in equation I0 by Tse r = T O max
the response time of the element when exposed to sun and earth radiant
energy simultaneously. It would be about Z. 35 minutes instead of about
3 minutes so that the ow_r_l pattern of the transient curve _m thlj case
will be similar to the curve as shown in Figure 10.
i
!
©
©
4. O DISC USSIONS OF BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
4. I Averase Temperature sad Internal Radiation
The derivation of equation l to 3 assume an average element tem-
pera_ture along the perimeter of the tube for element surface radiation in#,o "
space, l_[ore rigorous analysis has shown that for the specified element.
the computed numerical values can be regarded as Z_ higher than the tru41
values. It was also found that inclusion of the internal radiation between
the inside surface of the element would decrease the computed values in
the same order. Both assumptions suggest, therefore, the introduction og
• correction factor of 0.96 for average temperature.
4. Z Neglecting the Overlap
A closed tube of equal waLt thickness hls been assumed for thle
eralyii8. (i_e. - equal conductivity along the cross section.) The over-
lapped tube however has cross sections of varying thickness and undet4r-
mined thermal content. Difficu/ties arise when the overlap is included in
the equations, due to the fact that the overlapped sections can have nulltiple
positions with respect to the radiation source. They wiU change their
position continuously, due to twisting effect of very Ion S elements.
The evaluation of four distinct configurations suggest that • 180 °
overlap will decrease the temperature gradient in the order of 255.
railing for a further correction factor of 0.75.
..... Z IZ .... " I11 {Jl I T[ I I IIIII I II ill I I I I I
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4,3 Su estion of a Tolerance Band for the Resultsg#
If the correction factors are included, aM the computed numerical
values of this analysis, would be about 30_e to high. However, a number
of other assumptions rr_y call for corrections in the other direction. For
instance, all the issumed nurnerica| values of the abeorptivi_- and
emissivity rat/oe, as wed/as the values of the thermal conductivity, and
the thermal expansion coefficient, may be larger or s_er than assmm_.
In view of th_ it is felt that the actual" profiles will be lwlth/n_a _ 30_ band
about the ¢on_=_ed vatues. This toler_ce cr_ ba si_f!csntly rduced
when O_ and _. values for the rnaterlal aze more accurately deterzninod.
f
©
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PART LI
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
1.0 INTRODUCTION
©
The purpose of this part of the report is to show the mathematical
development of the formulas and equations needed to calculate distorted
shapes of long thin-walled tubes su.bj_cted to heat radiation in sp_ce. For
the most part, the equations are developed in general form, but in certain
cases where complexities warrant it, numerical values are used to arrive
at working equations. In these cases the equations are made to apply to a
0.5 inch diameter berylliun_ copper fube, 0. 002 inches thick, subjected
to radiation in space just outside the earth's atmosphere. Thus the prin-
• P L "
clple sources of radiation consldered are the sun. which delivers he_t"
at an intensity-of 450 BTU/HR-FT 2 , and the earth, which delivers ira Own
heat at an intensity of 70 BTU/HR-FT 2 and reflected sun heat at an intensity
of 160 BTU/HR-FT 2.
The method of obtaining the required equations is to develop_ temp4r-
ature profiles on the tube cross-section by consideration of the various
radiation and conduction heat flows. The temperature profiles are then used
to determine the thermal distortion of the tube.
Since the elements are made of flat metal strips formed into circulRr
cross-section tubes with approximately 180 degrees of overlap, it is
assumed that there is always some area of contact in the overlapped
section, Because of the forming method used in producing the tubes, the
most probable p_ce for contact to occur is at the outer free edge of the
formed strip. This type of contact rru_kes the overlapped tube similar to
a seamless tube from a heat transfer point of view, and for this reason
the temperature profile development in section Z. 0 deals only with seamless
tubes. The effect of increased area of contact in the overlapped section on
temperature profiles is discussed in section 5.0.
|
©
Equations for the distorted shape of tubular elements are developed
in section 3.0. These equations are of interest Inainly because they show
clearly what factors will increase or decrease element deflections. Actual
magnitudes of deflections obtained from these equations are only approxl
mate because of the assumptions used in the mathematical development.
i L ii i i , , ,i •
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2.0 DERIVATION OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR THIN-WALLED
CYLINDRICAL TUBES
Z. I Heat Balance
The temperature profile of a thin-walled cylindrical tube c_n be
detern_inml by equating the heat absorbed to the heat rejected for a dif-
ferentia/ element of the tube. Since the. thickness t is much bmaller than
the radius r, (less than 0.0i r) temperature gradients in the radi_
direction will be negligible compared tO temperature gradients around the
perimeter, and the differential element shown in Figure I (a) can be
changed to a rectangular element of length (ix = rd_ , as shown/n
Figure I (b). The heat flows indicated in Figure | (b) are defined as
follows: /
/./Y
4
(a) (b)
Figure I
qs = Radiant heat from sun or other source ,
absorbed at the surface of the tubs_
qr n Heat radiated to space..
qc = Heat flow around tube due to conduction.
qi = Heat radiation across interior of tube.
He_t flow along the length of the tube is assumed to bo sore, thus
allowing all further calculations to be based on a unit lensth of tube, This
&ssumpt_on is valid as lon_ as +.he heat source tern&Ins constant over fen 8
lengths of the tube.
I
©
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Equating heat into heat out yields
.... " ' 'i
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(1)
The temperature profile can be obtained from oquLtlon (I) by iub-
stitutin 8 for the indicated heat fiows.
2.2 Heat Flow From Source Absorbed at Surface
/
If the source of radla_t heat ie_lie sun. the heat flow is:
t, (z)
0 wlmro Ss is the radiation intensity and o( s is tbl solar ibeorpiivit F of/himitoriAt.
If the source of radiant heat is the earth, the heat flow is;
!
(3)
where JRis the intensity of sunlight reflected by the earth, JESs the
intensity of infra-red earth radiation and _ is the enirniisivity of the tubl
material. It is assumed the absorptivity of _ny rm_teri&t for em.rth raf!ectod
sunlight isthe same as that for diro'ct sunlight.
Z.3 Hmlt Radint_ to SpaG_oi ILl llll
If I sur_ce radiates to black body (Sl_Ce) lurroundistso, the ho_t
flow is:.
(4}
0
I
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2.4 Heat Flow Due to Conduction
from which"
(s)
2.5 Heat Radiated Across Interior Of Tube
Consider the interior surface of a tube divided into rl elements of
length _ , as shown in Figure Z. The amount of radiation Im_ving
element I and arriving at any element" p is;
©
©
Figure 2
whero Jl is the surface radiosity of element 1. Since tho elements lio on
, circ_.io t -_o r . _d _, d_ . Thoraforo.
SimllArl_
Thus the not hest flow from I to p is
181 i :: illl nl IIIIII I1,11 ell , I I I lUHI I I i i II I
_i : !/i"¸-
And the tot_l heat flow from 1 to all the other elements is:
''i
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,j_'/ &' -C./ 7d
tmotlmr expression for the he_t leavtn 8 elemen_ I can be derived
from the fa_t that it must be equal to the Anegativo sUm of the h6J_ _owJ
leAvin8 the other elements. I.E. :
18)
Usin4j the semorsLl expression for he_t leaving tim 8urfA©e of olomemt p
©
whore E b is the black body omiasive power of the olonlmnt msd _ is
the rofioc_vtty, oquitton (8) becomes
• •
4
Co,__h4ntng equ-.tions (T). 191, 1101. and roaJ_in 8 that E.Op" - _ffTp 0
Sires the foZ!owinj resum -
. f -
L .,,-_-e+ r.(_) j_-- • i11)
t
©
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H the number of elements is large such that _x approaches zero, then
where T m is the mean heat transfer temperatnre of the tube, Thus the
required expression for radiation across the interior of the tube becon_ssz
0
(IZ)
Z. 6 General Heat Flow Equation . :
Substitution for the various heat flows in _luAtion (I) gives th_
general heat baJa_e in terms .of temperatures, from which tlm temperature
l_.Ofile may be obtained. Considering only sun rndiat/on for the moment,
equation (1) becomes:
from which
0
lJil ii i
Since it is expected that the mean tube tempor&ture win be _ound
800 ° R, _ that the actuLt temperature _ ]_ve & maxim_-n r_e of
T = T m +_ 10 °, it can be seen that the functton'of (T/Tm) _t will r_e
from 1,05 to 1 while cos (x/r) ranges from I to 0, Therefore to simpL_y
equation (13) so that an analytic solution may be obtained, it will be
assumed th&t (T/Tm) 4 is & constant nurnerica_ly equal to 1. The hemt
baJ_nce therefore bocomesz -
i
.................. I ZO• 11 ! i LIII i II I II I II I I I I
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__-. r_ + (14)
Stated in another way. equation (14} neglects the heat flow across the
interior ¢d the tube, and aaSmnes that the heat radiatedto space from
tube surface does not v'_ry £rom point'to _point around the perlmet_e.
2.7 "Temperature Profile with Sun Radiation Only
If the sun is the only source of radiation impinging on the tube sur-
face, the profile may be obtained from two dLCferential equations. One
equation gives the profile in the firsl-quadrant, the other gives the pro-
file in the second quadrant. Figure 3 shows that by syrnn_etry the profiles
in the third and fourth quadrants are identical to those in the second aml
first qu@drants respectively.
©
o --f s
Figure 3
_o two equations my be writtan directly from equation (14)
reaJJ_ba8 that the source is zero in the second quadrant.
......... I- 2l .... • I
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Equations (15) can be integrated directly to give:
DHC-SP-R. | 68/2
O
/
(16)
The constants of integration in equations (16) can be solved for by
applying the boundary conditions o2 continuous heat flow and t_npe_atu_re
&t x = ,Jr r/2 _ and zero heat flow at x = 0 and x _ ,Irr. S_ math-
_rom which:
L
(17)
O
The unknown constant C cam be seen by inspection to be the lowest
temperature on the cross section. It can be evaluated in terms o2 the
mean h_t transfer temperature by moans of the fo_g _xpre_slom
_ i i¸
I-ZZ ii i i i i i i[ i I i i IL
• i
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Because the variation of T 1 and T is small
T , this can be approximated by:
rn
compared to the value of
{18)
U_ equation (IS) to evaluate C, and substituting C back into
equa__s (!7) gives the desired temperature profile. A furthenr substl-
tutlon can be made from_an overall heat balance of heat absorbed to heat
radiated:
J
The equations for temperature therefore becornne:
ra - 0.4.S_ 
(19)
Inspection shows that the maximum temperature always occurs at
x = 0, and the minimum at x = T r. The equation for nu_Lmalm temper&tuzo
difference is therefore:
r Z (zo)
.8 Tern rature Profile with Sun and Earth Radiation Directl Opposed
j
H sun ._i et_th x_tion are dtr_tly Opposed. b_oblom nay k
solvod by two dt_er_ equations ." st_ee' _ae profile _ stiU be sym- •
metrical as shownby Figuro 4,
-_:"._ , ....... _ _ ,, ...... I,.,13 t q ,m t, ,t
i
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Figuro4
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The two equations may be written directly from equation (14) As
follows:
(_)
Re_ac_sJs _ s b_Si,_dl_RO<S +aEF. ) bySz,
the temperature profile may be obtained by direct integration of eqm_tions
(15), the boundary conditions being exactly the same as with sun_ ridta_lon
only, The desired profile is thoreforz:
(22)
0
ill ,j t
It is not obvious from equations (16) where the maximum and min-
imum tzmpor&tures occur in the profile, the positions depending to a large
extend on the relative vLtues of S 1 and S 2 . To determine the _mA
a_l _. equations (16) must 1_e di£ferentiited _ met equal to neroi
...... , I- _ ,,,...... • _ - : .......III I
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Is.
I /x_
, a)
O-- m-(.. :/. _-( s,+sj it/
|,
from "which"
._z= , / - _','¢ _)
.._= '_ _ / -- b)
0 u=s_a t_.v._u,s st Js' s _ _Ew_:h oc=_ ,_ e_. ou_erodp.of the e,,.r_'s atmosphere ; vald_l of oCj /_ can be obtained from .
equa.tiosw a) and b) :for .various _u,e,, of. (x/r).
•--_-= I _--_ o,_.,l_ • ) b|
0
v
The mi_L_icance of these results is that they give.the-range of values
of o(_/_ for which the minimum temperature lies in a certain quadrant,
From the boundary conditions o£ the problem* it is known that the _um
• resist&tufa must be at either _¢ = 0 or .x = _&'r. The result o_ equation b)
at x = _'r shows that the minimum temperature wi21 be •t x = /'r for
values of o_:S I_'.,_, I. 39, which is the range that covers most polished
. metal surfaces, It can be seen, therefore, that the maximum temper•tu_,, e
difference •cross • tube for d/rectly opposed sun _d earth radiation will
bel
/
I
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(23)
0
Z.9
If the tube is oriented such that the sun and earth rad_tlon diroctlons
have an angle _ between, the problem of deriving-t_e_ t_mper.ature profile
becomes more compUcated. Four di_erentia_ equations axe required,
corresponding to the four segments shown in Figure 5.
..___
Figure 5
Tho fouz.oquaC_ona x_¥ be written dizectly from oquati_ (14) ao
follow,|i
(21,)
........ I-_6 .......
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Equations (18) may be intesrated directly to siva the texnl_raCuro
pro£ile, the boundary conditions being continuity of temperature and
heat flow between the segments.
/
f --
To obtain the maximum temperature difference across the cross
. section of the tube, the positions of maximum and mi_Ir_-n texnl_r&tu_!
_t first be established by di_3arentiatini[ equ_tlons (19) and .sitC/nil the.
derivatives equ_l to sero.
©
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It can be seen from equations (Z0) that the values of x/r to give
nmxirrm:r minima depend on the angle $ and the ratios Sl;/S i ÷ S z and
SZ/SI ÷ _Z" These two ratiosmaybe considered constant if the r&tio _j/_i
is greater than 3, which is the case that will be considered here. It can _Iso
be seen from Figure 5 and the result_ of Sections Z. 8 that the maximum
temperlture must occur in segment I or Z, and the minimm.in segment
3 or 4. Figure 6 shows the functions (x/r)rnax. and (x/r)min" plotted
against _ , and also shows the segments in which they occuw,
t/"1i-£,'! I
lJ&l
/.,<l=,,, , /t" 1, t\t r-'d/'i /
_'_-_ I_I/ i"'_;'_T-'t 1_,"-_
"q_ I ti 1i . -r_-
J . '.
Figur e 6 .:
By Substituting +vahliee of (x/r),,,=,, and (x/r_..4" back+into *eqtmtloni "
(ZO), the maximum temperature dLfffe'r"_:e .&cross {:_tLbo can be obtA_
for any vLl_ of _" .. In general, a_n expression for this temper&tu_e
difference would be of the forint
(27)
,_l e i i , m e III II " - _ _ ......+-T.Z8 . -- II I Ni I ! I
where f indicates an _own f_nctior_1 relationship. Takings I and S_
to be constant in this analys_s. A Tmax. can be plotted as a function el
. Figure 7 shows that the functional relationship approaches a cosine
squared curve, such that temperature difference across the tube can be
/
t
For an element on a satellite orbiting the earth, the assumption
that S 2 is a constant is not correct, since it will change with distance
from the earth's surface and with position relative to the earth's bright
side. However, numerical computations for differing values of S 2 show
that equation (22) is reasonably accurate regardlels of the vaitm_ ._
inth9 region _b-90 °,
7
©
I
3..tl, .DERIVATION OF THERMAL DISTORTION
3. l Thermal Distortion Due to Sun and Directl O sed Sun.and Earth
Radiation
It has been shown that a thin-walled tube in space will develolm a
temperature difference across its cross-section duo to radiation incident
on its stwface.. Because of "this temperature d£fference, longitudinal strips
-- i-_v ................... ,I
©sR_la& u _ e_m, m li_
c_SiLan_
, ,11) i
!6812
of the tube wilt expand to different lengths, causing distortion of the tube.
Consider a short length of such a tube, as shown in Figure 8. If the tem-
perature gradient across the tube is linear with respect to a diameter
_ssin 8 through t,he points of maximum and rninin_um temper&tiLts, the
distortion will bo uniform bending about a radius of curvature R c . and
there will bo no distortion of the~ cross-section.
/ Figure 8
From the geometry of,FIK_wo 8
From which
"i
(29)
where • is the coefficient of I_ermal expansion of the tube msterh_ and
/_ T is the temperature difference across the dtame_._-
©
I
.......... I--3O ' I
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Figure 9
/
]fheat flow along tho length of-the tu_e is neglectmi_._ tm_porl_t_o
di_feronco across the tubo at any angle 0 is:
s
_T = _. _ 0 (30)
where _ Tmax. is the t_mperat_e differenoo at tho flrJd emi.
Conelderln S an elemm_t of length dl at any amgle _ !
-_.,_
(31)
_[ub8_ oquatlon (24) into (23) nnd equatiag to (Z5) KlVoo tho g_l
= -N,_ (32)
/
+
0
.......... ; ........... Io31 , " ;: ; .... i H i i,I., I
II l . Ir , l llr
_J
_e_ _a_m a awn_w I . II l
:|
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where N = e /_ Tma _. Integrating equation (Z6) and applying the con-
di_on st at y= o, _-_,;
o
f
Integrating equation (Z 8) and _pplying the condition that at y = o, x = o;
_ J
Equation (Zg) is the equation for the shape a tube will take when radiation
causes a linear temperature gradient along a diameter. Since _$ can
have a_uy value from 0 to 180 degrees, it is useful ix} take _e = Bit/_
in which case equation (Zg) become_
_r
(_)
Equation (30)can then be plotted as shown in F'igu_-e 5, PArt I Of thtm
-report,.wlth the y axis positive in either .direction from sore, and tho
angles 0 i_ic&ted at the appropriate points-on tho curvo. In thto way, ,
the factor N is calculated from the value of A Tmax ' obtained by con-
sidering the radiat/on to be at right angles to the tube.
©
i i n II | I I It 1.3Z ...... li I ii IHl l , " •
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Distance along thecurve in unit lengths of tube is also plotted in
Figure 5, Part I. This is obtained by combining equations (Z4) and (25)
in a slightly different raanner to give
.... :_i¸ i: ::
(37)
Integrating equation (31) and applying the condition (£rom Figure 5, Part I)
that at I = O, @ = _rl_,
/
f--
(38)
Fo_ short tubes. Figure 5, Part I, shows that deflections are szna_t com-
pared to the tube length, Thus the ordinate y in equation (30) may be
replaced by distance 1 along the tube, giving the deflection x zm
In particular if 1_ _ O. 3, oquation (33) 8impUfies to
x-
©
with a deviation of less than Z%.
Equation (34) or.Figure 5, Part I, may be used to give the distortion shape
of a tube with a temperature difference across its cross-section induced
either by sun radiation or by directly opposed earth and sun radILtlon.
However, it must be remembered that the shape is only approximate,
i
DHC-SP-R. 168/_-
since actual temperature gradients with respect to a diameter are not
linear as was first stipulated.
©
Figure 1 | shows some typical tem_rature profiles plotted against
t_be di_iieLer, it is expected that the small deviations from a lim_r
gradient win cause distortion of the cross:section, thus changing somewhat
the bending shape of the tube. To calculate the final bending eha.pe:wuld'
require the
Figure II
minimizing of lengthwise and cross-sectional strain energies to determlna
the shape of least energy. However, this final shape would not be markedly
different from that already derived. Therefore the task of deriving it will •
not be undertaken in this report.
©
3. Z Thermal Distortion Due to Sun and Earth Radiation Not Direct3y
Opposed
H the sun and earth radiations are not directly opposed, the problem
of determining the distortion shape becomes more complicated. Not only
is the temperature gradient non-linear along a diameter, the pokeOf ....
raaximmn and minimum temperat_ire do not lie on a diameter. However, t
the problem can be simplified somewhat by assuming that the terr_perature
gradient due to a single source is linear along a diameter. Since temper&t_o
profiles are solutions of linear differential equations, the profile due to
two sources with an angle _ between is the sum of two profiles duo to
the sources acting separately. Also, since the separate profiles are
assumed linear, the temperature difference across the tube in the direction
of the sun radiation is proportional to S I + S z cos _ (see/igure IZ) and
the temperature difference at right angles to the direction of sun radiation
is proportional to S z sin _ . _,
.... : : - :: ..................... 1-34 '........ ,, f , ] i i
&
IF n i i I iliil | -
C6e_t
In this manner any problem involving two radiation sources can be
transformed into a problem of two different sources acting at right angles
to each other.
Figure_12
in Figure 13. The effective source S 3 _ cause bendingel _h 0 tube about a
©
" T
-s, +s._..S
©
Consider now a diHerentia/length _]dLl of the tube in SliCe, &e shown .
Figure 13
,._, of c__e Re3 in _ dirocnon o_S3 ,ins 3. S_,IT S4 _U
cause _g about a radius Rc4 in the direction of S 4 sin _ 4" Using
equations previously developed:
'-- i
..... I 35 ...................................
! !
t
©
where
,= m_sIII
o
- i,i"¸_i_i..:• _ • • • • ,-I
i
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%
Integrating equations (35) and applying the conditions tlm$ at y = s = o,
_)3 = e4 = -n/z;
EquAtions (35) may be integrated in teems ot the length I,
_3 and _.4to give: :.
, ,
solved for in" t_rme of
Equations (36) and (37) may be used to solve for the components of deflection
(y and s) At any distance 1 along a tube which is being deformod by two
sotLrces of z&dl&tion with &n angle _ between, each initially at right
angles to the tube. The shape of the deformed tube is shown in Figure 14.
I
................... 1-36 ................ - ,J
.J
Z
o
, , ,, , ,
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Figure 14-
©
Again it must be pointed out that the equations for ¥ and = give
approximate d_flections becalase of the assunaptions stipulated in the
derivation.
4.0 DERIVATION OF ELEMENT RESPONSE TIM_
An estimate of the length of time required for an element to build up
a temperature gradient across its cross-section can be obtained by inves-
tigating the response of .the tmean tube temperature to sudden exposure of
the tube to sun radiation, This assumes that the temperature gradients ca/-
culated in Sectlma _2.0 will be realized when the element is in thermal
equilibrium.
ConJider_an element inky at a upAform temperature Trn _ . H :it
" is suddenly placed in sunliaht, a b,OJmce of me heat flows can be-_huLde as
followl:
1
Heat Rs_ttatton In: --- Heat radiated out " Heat absorbed,
©
I
|
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Substituting for the heat flows gives the following:
(hh)
• where c is the spec/fic hea£ of the material 0 _is the overlap.factor _am !
is time.
Equation (38} can be re-arranged to allow numerical integration. Sub-
stituting for the sun radlation i_ terms of the final equilibrium mean
temperature Trnf. gives the required expression:
/
The temperature T m plotted as a function of time _" is shown in
Figure 10, Part I. of this report, for a temperature increase (Tmi - Tree )
of Z85°F.
If the step increase in temperature is srr_ll such that T m
Tm. _horo /_ Tm is very ,_ll compared to T_o. then
equation _(39) can be simplified to:
=Tree +
and equatAon (40) reduces to:
(h'_)
, |, l ...................... _ - I_ 8
.... • ,_ • _ _ _iii_
,,,,, ,, ,, f i , ,,
i
_-w_s ms meg
The solution to equation (41) is:
" fl i _L I
DHC SP R. IL. i_
where
is referred to as the time constant of the element.
The value of the time constant C_ is of interest since it represents
the time required for the element to reach 63. Z_ of its maximum temper-
aturo rise, and can be used in a stability analysis of an antenna which
undergoes a small change in orientation with respect to the rad_tion hmLt
source,
i
5.0 DISCUSSION OF ASSUMPTIONS
5. I Interior Radiation and Surface Radiation to S_ac 0
Two assumptions made in the derivations of the temperature profiles
were that the interior radiation could be neglected and that the tube would
radiate to space at its mean temperature. To determine the validity of
these assumptions, the heat flow equation will be solved again for the
simple case of sun rad/ation only, taking all heat flows into aCCOUnt.
Equation (13) may be rewritten in the following way:
' I 39 ,J
C_q_a_
' |
Since the difference between T and T m is very small, the following
simplification may be used, with an error of less than Z%.
Th_etoz.e eq_on (4:3) becomes.:
3
=-Z J:r r/ (50)
Replacing the constants in equa}ion (44) by a 2 , b and d, the two
equations of heat flow for sun radiation only acting on the tube may be _
written as follows: . -,
The solution to equations (45) is;
O
n ii
The maximum tempersture die.fence a¢rose the tube is 'therefore!
(53)
• 7 40ii i iii iii ii ii i i i nl iii iii _ - j Jii is ii i IlL I I I I| II ]11 I II I III II1_ ....
©
where
c:_ r_T-Tr'--_ID--RoIAn/_
©
/
It_ be seen that the factor f is always slightly smaller than unity.
For _,_tlcular case of a one-ha/f inch: beryllium copper _, 0.00Z •
i_h...h_l_. £ ha_- a .value of 0o 96--
It is therefore to be expected that neglecting interio_ radiation in the
tube and assuming radiation to space at the mean temperature of the tube
will give temperature differences across the tube which are approximately
/
4% too high. _ F--
' L
5.z Flow A1onS the L - th
_ther assumption made in the derivation of the temperature profile
was that the,_e_t flow along the length of the tube is zero.Tlowever, it can
be seen that because of the distorted tube shape, the moan tom_oratuzo •
varies along the tube length according to the formulat
M_ (Sh)
where T_ is the mean temperature at the fixed end,. and _ iS the angle at
:a,o .
any point on the t_be, as shown _ Figure 9.
To obtain the average heat flux, equation (48) must be di_erantlated
with resPOct,£o length 1 and rn_tip_e_, by, the co_ttctivit _ k :
(SS)
,, f ,, ,, ,, , , , 1-41
!I
Substituting for d _/dl from equation (31) gives:
(56)
can be differentiated with respect to • and set equal to
zero to point of maximum heat flux along the length. If this is
done, it is fomul that _m_ equals 26.6 degrees, and the expression for
maximum heat flux becomes:
(57)
©
The average heat flux around the perimeter of the tube at
26.6 degrees is:
, (58)
8 equals
Taking a ratio of equation {51) to (52), and eubstltuting for N, gives, for
the beryllium copper tube;
alon tu.be 1.,engt .
flux around tube perimeter
= 0.64 e Tree = .00.5
This result indicates that the heat flux along the length of the tube is
less than one-half percent of the average heat flux around the perimeter of
the tube, and will therefore have a negligible effect on the temperattuee
distributions calculated in section Z 0
5.3 Overlapped Tubes
In deriving temperature profiles in Section 2, it was assumed that
the tube was seamless and of constant thickness. If the tube is over_apl_d
| 80 degrees, this assumption implies that there is enough contact in the
overlapped section to give a conduction heat flow area equivalent to the
conmtAnt area of the seamless tube, The amount of contact required in thin
, ii I 4£i I i iiii ii II II I I I e - i i Illl I I I I IJ I I |IH
t
I
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case would be small, as illustrated in Figure 15 (a). 7/the contact area
were larger, as shown in Figure 15 (b}, the problem would be similar to
a seamless tube having one side _wice the thickness" o_ the other, For this
case, the temperature cliffs rents
-\ /
(a) {b)
Figure 15 _
%
across the tube will bo derived with sun radiation at x : 0, Tr/2 md "_'r.
When the sun radiation is at x = 00 the problem is syn_metrtcal Lad"
the two equations ol heat flow can be written as £oLlowsz
©
Equations (53) can be integrated as in Section 2, with
conditions, to give_
th_ same __"
,,,,, , ,, ,, |
_[: i _:_, _!_:_ _ _ _ii__II _i
- 1 43- I, i i I
t
, I
LThe maximum temperature difference across the tube is therefore:
©
(61)
Similarly it can be shown that when the sun radiation lJ at x t "W'IJ Z,
the n_ximum temperature difference is:
/
fm
(62)
When the sun radiation is at x = _'r/Z: the problem is no longer
eymmetrical, and four equations of heat flow are required for the to_r
quadrants of the tube. The heat flow equations are:
,/,.¢.,_- 2k/: ,akt: (63)
I
0
i i ,, ' - t-44 i
,,I
_ 1_ma_imm w
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The solutions to equations (57) are:
,/
j ,1
By observation, it can be seen that the maximum temperature must
occur in T 2 , and the minimum in T 3. By differentation, the maxlmuxn
temperature is found to occur at x/r = 0.55"n" and the minimum at x/r =
i. 394 7 . Using these values of x/r, the maximum temperature difference
is:
(65)
Thus it can he seen that complete contact between layers in an overlapped
tube decreases the maximum temperature diHerence across the tube by
approximately Z5_. for sun radiation only.
Further cases have not been considered because of the complexity of
the equations involved, but it is felt that complete contact in the overlap
will reduce temperature differences by the same order of magnitude for
all cases.
©
,J • i N ,, I
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Units
A Satellite altitude above earth surface
B Earth radiant energy factor (see 3.Z, Part I)
F A Altitude correction factor (see 3. I, Part I)
5 Radiant energy
N Element profile number (see Z. 3, Part I)
R Earth radius
R c Radius of curvature
Temperature
Refers to sun radiation
Refers to earth radiation
Refers to earth reflection
Specific heat
Element diameter
Thermal expansion coefficienZ
Thermal conductivity
Element length
Element thickness
Element radius
Axes of co-ordinate system
C_ Absorptivity - outer surface
p Absorptivity - inner surfsce
T
Index S,s
Index E,e
Index R,r
c
d
e
k
1
t
X,y,Z
miles
o _ 9 e i _ •
BTU-hr" I__-2
ft-I
mile s
feet
oR
. _ • • e e • •
o e • • e e e _
• e • • _ e e •
BT U -Ib" I. o F - I
feet
in/in
BTU-ft "I -°F'l -hr-
feet
fez_l;
feet
e • • • e v • _
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oList of Symbols (cont'd)
© /o
o"
C_
q
Eb
C
Reflectivity ratio
Angle bet_'een sun and earth radiation
direction with respect to the crossection
of _.he element
Emissivity ratio
Angle between perpendiculars from earth
to satellite and earth to sun
/
Radiation incident angle-- angle between
the element _-_; :,nd the radiation
direction seen from the root of the
element.
Overlap factor
Material density
Stefan-Boltzrnann constant
Time
Element time constant
Heat flow
Black body ern/ssive power
Constant of integration
dejrees
degrees
_Ht 3
BTU/ftZhr .(°F)4
minute s
minute s
BTU/hr.
B TU/hr-ft z
©
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APPENDIX II
PROCEDURE FOR DETERM/NING
BOOM _" AT_T_=
(From DHC-SP-SP. 86)
February 7, 1966
by
........ _ - _ I I 1 I I
. , ..... - . .
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..- _i_,
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j_._4_O o" tl, -,, ,,_ :i ':: '" '
,) _. .
:)
Anlela_rlr iso.
Ni_aPO_TU _,
Ill I In I I
'Z'Z-:Z,
Procedure foz Dete.,,_ Boom StraAA_tness
2.1 2_As _ 2a_s _ the prooedar, to be.ued in deter_ "
the,_ra_u of_ b_l_a oopper(_ ermplated)
_.0
).2 Boon Slea_t _udling Fi_m-e
_,.0 Proo_ure
0
4.4
la_ove the oovers from the wa_er tank.
©Am the elen_t extends over the water, plaoe the r_pport floatt
under the elment at 36" interrals.
_,.6 _n t_ e_t is fullF _ded a_ _, ad_st t_
end fitting oe that tho _ .is eo_reetl7 _ _ the
fleate an_ As not touching the aides of the _ tank.
_ _ p_aatie _ _ t_ _rlap a_as t_ tub, .o _ it
form a st_ lane, u eho-,,t_ha.trot, and ropeau__
4,6.
0
k,8 Plaoe the oo_re on the va_w tank and _ a_fi.o_Lmt tim
for the e2m,_ to take_ap its natural
4.9 _ the _ trolle_V on the rat_ on top of the
tank.
4.10, 'JN_o first 8tatim (0) _ be at the extended tip of the
eles_t.
_.II
4.12
Hove the measuring trolley to the first (0) etation (station8
at 6 ft. interrals) and take a reading on the dat_ line and
the elegant U illustrated i_ Figure 1. Reoord,_N_ I_d tOOt4q_,.
Obtain the positi_ of the elment with reep_t *_to dat_"_ r " "
subtraeting the datm rea_Mu_ fr_ the elsment _,
and plot on _a_, as illu_trated in FA_nre
©
t1_ _ !i:ii¸ ¸¸¸_ :_¸ :i:!:it
a**l_
4.16
Draw a eur_ through the plotted aelemnt positi_ _ith
rospeot to datum _ and .]o:l.n the ends of tho _ _wlt_L &
. straight line (see f_ure 2). _,
HOT_t - Use tho sam _raph ahoet for 0 ° and for
poa_t_ou.
the oover_ from t_ _er tank and rotate t_ _1_ma_
900 ,_.oo,kw_ _ _,__ _, end _t:n,,_l, :
{
0_0
0
5.0
&.22 _b_ad _he eleaent.
Reco ,rds
$.1
...._,2
.s
/
f
dated by t_e wit_essin_ inspector and shall be _ vith the
applAoable laspeet2an re_.
_ data .hee_ a_ Sra_ ,ha_ ,2so be _ _l_h t_,
tube femtng _ mmbe_.
• DXS_K "A" Shown o_ ]figure 2.
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Hoist for removing
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Thermal Source
Water Cooling System I
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Light transmittance curve for above pattern, as
measured on the optical bench with the sample rotated
at right angles to the direction of the incident radiation.
The hole - hole separation and line - line sep-
aration are equal at approximately 0. 087 inches but the
position of the first hole in every line is varied in a ran-
dom manner.
TYPICAL SPIRAL PATTERN WITH LIGHT TRANSMITTANCE CURVE
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